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"It is particularly regrettable that a punitive policy was adopted in framing the terms
of peace because a few years hence it will be possible for nations to fight without
armies, ships or guns, by weapons far more terrible, to the destructive action
and range of which there is virtually no limit." ~Nikola Tesla
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This PDF is written in a style I created in which you can
usually read pages and not need to read the pages prior.
There are over 1,000 bullet points intended to expose an
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How I know the contents of this document:
• extensive electronic targeting - I have endured full spectrum black ops abuse for over a decade. I have
witnessed a lot of the technology spoken of in this document first hand.
• scientific knowledge: conceptually reverse engineering the technology used on myself
• I was inducted into a cybernetic network in late 2007 - what happened in a nutshell: I rejected their control and
was viciously assaulted by the CIA and co-conspirator cybernetic networks. I have some level of inside
knowledge.
• researching what I have witnessed has led to some of my knowledge
• logical analysis - critical thinking after a foundation of knowledge was established
• targeted individual contact - people email me from all over the world who are being assaulted by these
technologies
While working on this document I endured
prolific oppression from those I am exposing.
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Chapter 1: Facts & Evidence
"... the last fortification defending the greatest sanctuary of freedom,
the human mind, has been breached!" ~Charles Briere
Table of Contents
Church Committee
Black Project Funding
Project MKUltra & Similar Programs
Electromagnetic Mind Control
Covert Electromagnetic Mind Control
Electromagnetic Neuroscience Facts
Quotes
1970s Evidence
The Eugene Wavelength & Taos Hum
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Church Committee
• the Church Committee occurred in 1975 with Idaho Senator Frank Church as Chairman
• the Church Committee proved that U.S. intelligence agencies were up to a smorgasbord of unscrupulous
activity, this activity has only grown more out of control since the 1970s.
• the Church Committee revealed a "heart attack gun" the CIA had created in black projects, while this heart
attack gun used poison there are black project scientist reports of 21st century renditions of the heart attack gun
utilizing microwave warfare, able to be carried out by cell phone towers which double as directed energy weapons
"They wanted me to find out if there was such a thing as a poison that was undetectable,
especially one that seemed to mimic a heart attack. That would kill someone but it would
appear that they had a heart attack. I did find such a thing." ~Former CIA Employee Mary Embree
Church Committee Chairman: "But also the toxin itself would not appear in the autopsy?"
CIA Representative: "Yes, so that there was no way of receiving that the target was hit."
• Operation Mockingbird was exposed with the Church Committee. A wide spanning CIA mainstream media
control program. Dr. Udo Ulfkotte, a German author & journalist, reported before his death (from a heart attack)
that the CIA routinely bribes journalists with intent to manipulate public opinion. His english language book release
'Journalism for Hire: How the CIA Buys the News' has been thus far censored in wake of his 2017 death.
• it is obvious as a victim of military & intelligence community war crimes that a new committee needs to be
formed under the same context as the Church Committee, to investigate hi-tech war crimes committed by military
and intelligence agency sources (this is not just an American problem, it is an international problem).
"If this government ever became a tyranny, if a dictator ever took charge in this country, the technological capacity
that the intelligence community has given the government could enable it to impose total tyranny, and there would
be no way to fight back because the most careful effort to combine together in resistance to the government, no
matter how privately it was done, is within the reach of the government to know. Such is the capability of this
technology.[x]" ~Senator Frank Church
Links:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_Committee
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/investigations/ChurchCommittee.htm
http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/2017/02/church-committee-cia-heart-attack-gun.html
Church Committee Heart Attack Gun Hearing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cT5bMld564c
Church Committee Operation Mockingbird Hearing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9ZXkC2H5Zc
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Black Project Funding
• the Pentagon has been reported to have lost accounting of hundreds of billions of dollars, instead of assuming a
general incompetency in accounting, surreptitious black projects & impropriety are clearly possible
• the CIA is reported to have the largest budgetary expenditure out of all worldwide intelligence agencies, while
DEA agents and author's report CIA black ops to generate additional funding (See CIA Quotes article below)
• the U.S. military has the largest military budget worldwide (by a wide margin)
• clearly the U.S. military and intelligence community have the most monetary resources in the world to research
and develop artificial intelligence and directed energy weapons
Links:
U.S. Army fudged its accounts by trillions of dollars, auditor finds: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usaaudit-army/u-s-army-fudged-its-accounts-by-trillions-of-dollars-auditor-finds-idUSKCN10U1IG
Central Intelligence Agency Quotations: http://www.centralintelligenceagency.info/2017/11/central-intelligenceagency-quotations-cia-quotes.html
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Project MKUltra & Similar Programs
• Fact: Project MKUltra is verified
• Fact: Project MKUltra officially happened from 1953 to 1973 (started 65 years ago)
• Fact: Project MKUltra had 149 sub-projects
• Fact: Project MKUltra had 4 sub-projects on brain implants
• Fact: Nazi scientists came to America from Operation Paperclip, National Interest / Project 63
• Fact: By the 1960s Dr. Jose Delgado had successfully implanted both animals and humans reporting observable
behavioral modification with radio frequency implants
• It is reported by whistleblower Nick Begich that by 1985 Dr. Jose Delgado had successfully achieved remote
mind control using 1/50th of the electromagnetic energy emanated by the Earth's electromagnetic field, indicating
that frequency, waveform, and pulse rate (modulation) are the prime factors rather than energy level
"I could later do with electro-magnetic radiation what I did with the stimoceiver. It's much
better because there's no need for surgery[1]" ~Neuroscientist Dr. José Delgado
Links:
Project MKUltra Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra
Project ARTICHOKE Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_ARTICHOKE
References:
[1]: Psychocivilization and Its Discontents: An Interview with José Delgado: http://cabinetmagazine.org/
issues/2/psychcivilization.php
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Electromagnetic Mind Control
"One can envision the development of electromagnetic energy sources, the output of
which can be pulsed, shaped, and focused, that can couple with the human body
in a fashion that will allow one to prevent voluntary muscular movements, control emotions
(and thus actions), produce sleep, transmit suggestions, interfere with both short-term and
long-term memory, produce an experience set, and delete an experience set. It would also appear
possible to create high fidelity speech in the human body, raising the possibility of
covert suggestion and psychological direction...Thus, it may be possible to 'talk'
to selected adversaries in a fashion that would be most disturbing to them."
~United States Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, New World Vistas:
Air and Space Power For The 21st Century
___
"He shows how, by electrical stimulation of specific cerebral structures,
movements can be induced by radio command, hostility may appear or disappear,
social hierarchy can be modified, sexual behavior may be changed, and memory,
emotions, and the thinking process may be influenced by remote control."
~Project MKUltra Yale Neuroscientist Dr. José Delgado's 1969 Book,
Physical Control of the Mind: Toward a Psychocivilized Society
___
"These weapons aim to control or alter the psyche, or to attack the various
sensory and data-processing systems of the human organism. In both cases, the
goal is to confuse or destroy the signals that normally keep the body in equilibrium."
US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall
___
"These experiences are so strong they're utterly real for the person
who is experiencing them. They can be as profound as a
religious conversion... Yet we can generate them with a machine.[1]"
~Dr. Michael Persinger's Work; A Quote of the Narrator from the Video
"The God Helmet on the Learning Channel" (TLC)
___
"Certain electromagnetic signals work exactly like drugs, so the promise is that
anything you can do with drugs you can do with the right electromagnetic signals..."
~Anonymous Black Project Scientist: 1985 CNN Broadcast on RF Weaponry
[1]: Dr. Michael Persinger - The God Helmet on The Learning Channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_O_aGlm9QjU
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Covert Electromagnetic Mind Control
Dr. Michael Persinger's work matches Dr. José Delgado's
explaining the effective covert nature of these technologies:
"Well one thing is really clear, you can control the person's
experiences and they don't know they are being controlled...[x]"
~Neuroscientist Dr. Michael Persinger
"The God Helmet on the Learning Channel" (TLC)
___
"Individuals whose brain centers are electrically stimulated believe their
evoked actions are their own ideas; their conscious mind rationalizes the
evoked actions away. People experiencing this electrical stimulation
aren't consciously aware of an external influence."
~Yale Neuroscientist Dr. José Delgado,
Physical Control of the Mind: Toward a Psychocivilized Society; Page 116.
As a targeted individual I have also experienced forms of covert mind control that I figured out later on.
Military & intel sources have neuroscience models for covert mind control to be Ai automated into civilization.
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Electromagnetic Neuroscience Facts
• Fact: The CIA was studying brain implants over 5 decades ago
• Fact: DARPA officially speaks of brain implant based neural interfacing
• Motorola has a patent for "electronic telepathy[1]"
• Fact: the same type of energy used for cell phone towers is used for documented & scientifically observed mind
control (RF energy)
• Fact: There are a multitude of radio frequency based neuroscience patents (example below)
Thought transmission unit sends modulated electromagnetic wave beams
to human receiver to influence thoughts and actions without electronic receiver
Patent #: DE10253433A1
Filing Date: 11-11-2002
Abstract:
A thought transmission unit sends modulated electromagnetic wave beams over long distances to a human
receiver to influence the thoughts, actions or perceptions of the organism with or without their consent but without
them requiring an electronic receiver.
See the patent: https://patents.google.com/patent/DE10253433A1/en
References:
[1]: http://hplusmagazine.com/2014/01/14/electronic-telepathy/
Links:
Directed Energy Weapon and Electronic Warfare Relevant Patents: http://www.psyop.info/2017/05/
neuroweaponry-patents.html
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Quotes
"It is completely clear that the state which is first to create
such weapons will achieve incomparable superiority.[1]"
Major I. Chernishev, Russian Army;
US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall
"What is the next great weapon [after nukes], it is directed energy.[2]"
~Ex-CIA Black Project Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
"This truly is the most sophisticated weapons system humanity
has ever created, it involves every aspect of science...[3]"
~Ex-CIA Black Project Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
"The subcommittee investigation found that the fusion centers often produced irrelevant
useless or inappropriate intelligence reporting to DHS, and many produced no intelligence
reporting whatsoever.[4]" ~Unites States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
"We currently are more interested in an ongoing never ending perpetual war.[5]"
~Ex-FBI Whistleblower Sibel Edmonds
"Instead of use in the wartime battlefield, this technology
has been fully weaponized against the population."
~Phillip Walker
References:
[1]: US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall: http://strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/
pubs/parameters/articles/98spring/thomas.htm
[2]: Coast To Coast AM - George Noory w/ Dr. Robert Duncan - Dec 05, 2006
[3]: Dr. Robert Duncan Interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em47gXIfPBk
[4]: DHS 'fusion centers' portrayed as pools of ineptitude and civil liberties intrusions: https://
www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/dhs-fusion-centers-portrayed-as-pools-of-ineptitude-and-civil-libertiesintrusions/2012/10/02/10014440-0cb1-11e2-bd1a-b868e65d57eb_story.html?utm_term=.25b8b40f09ab
[5]: FBI Whistleblower Sibel Edmonds: http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/2016/10/fbi-whistleblower-sibeledmonds.html
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1970s Evidence
"In 1973, WRAIR discovered that externally-induced auditory input could be achieved
by means of pulsed microwave audiograms, or analogs of spoken words' sounds.
The effect on the receiving end is the (schizophrenic) sensation of
"hearing voices" which are not part of the recipients' own thought processes."
~Ex-US Army Intelligence Officer Julianne McKinney;
Microwave Harassment and Mind-Control Experimentation,
Published December 1992
Apparatus and Method for Remotely Monitoring and Altering Brain Waves
Patent #: US3951134 A
Publication date: Apr 20, 1976
Filing date: Aug 5, 1974
Link
"Everything was known by 1976, we needed no more proof,
no more research. Nothing was needed then.[x]"
~Ex-British Royal Navy Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
"So in 1976, on the bicentennial of this great nation, a system called TAMI was born.
TAMI is an acronym for "Thought Amplifier and Mind Interface". A more invasive
"Big Brother" technology came about before George Orwell's prediction of 1984."
~Black Project Scientist Dr. Robert Duncan
From the Out of Print Book - The Matrix Deciphered
The first publicly documented cell phone call happened
in 1973, by Martin Cooper of Motorola Labs.
The first commercial cell phones were rolled out in 1983[x].
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1970s Evidence
"I was first attacked with remote DEW while meeting in the inner ring of the Pentagon
with an Assistant Secretary of Defense about satellite based weapons in Oct 1977"
~Alfred Lambremont Webre
"Although it is now obvious that I had been targeted since at least the
mid-1970s and very probably even from the early 1960s..."
~Max H. Williams; THE SILENT MASSACRE
"John Lennon's killer claimed voices kept saying "do it, do it" over and over again.
TAMI came on line in 1976, and John Lennon was killed in 1980."
~Black Project Scientist Dr. Robert Duncan
From the Out of Print Book: The Matrix Deciphered

The Woodpecker
Excerpts from the book; The Invisible Third World War,
Written by W. H. Bowart and Richard Sutton
"On October 14, 1976, radio communications throughout the globe were disrupted by powerful radio waves
emanating from the Soviet Union. The broadcasts appeared irregularly and varied between very high and very
low frequencies. When the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, and the Scandinavian countries protested the broadcast,
the Soviets apologized, blaming the disturbance on "experiments." But then the nature of the wavelengths
changed and huge electromagnetic standing waves formed, thousands of miles long, penetrating the earth and
extending up into the ionosphere. Due to its characteristic sound, the signal was dubbed 'the woodpecker'."
Artificial intelligence is used to operate the directed energy weapons:
"It's the history of the integrated circuit, which developed throughout the 1960s, evolved into
large-scale integration by the early 1970s, very large scale integration by the middle 1970s, just before the
emergence of the first real personal computers, and ultra large-scale integration by the early 1980s.[x]"
~Philip J. Corso, Former Chief of the Pentagon's Foreign Technology Desk
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1970s Evidence
In the 1970s there was evidently a black project frequency science boom in America and Russia. Military & intel
sources chose to cover up their hi-tech science of consciousness as "psychic warfare," which you see
declassified documents released about in modern times as means of information warfare.
"So I investigated further, and this EEG Cloning used to be called in both Russia and the US; "Psychic Warfare".
The Pentagon had a unit back in the 70s, and it's been rolled into psychological operations and informational
warfare. Traditionally it's a mystical energy of how people can remote view and perform other tasks, well there's
an actual technology behind it. We can go into more detail, but this is real. This has been around for a while,
it is a type of mind reading. ... The next weapon; complete control of the enemy."
~Black Project Scientist Dr. Robert Duncan - From the Out of Print Book: The Matrix Deciphered
"In order to cover up and not draw attention to mind reading radar, the whole field of psychic phenomena
and paranormal psychology was invented to deceive the civilian populations of what was occurring."
~Black Project Scientist Dr. Robert Duncan - From the Out of Print Book: The Matrix Deciphered
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The Eugene Wavelength
Excerpts from the book: The Invisible Third World War,
Written by W. H. Bowart and Richard Sutton
"A powerful radio signal that may be affecting human health has been
monitored in several Eugene [Oregon] locations and in the air three thousand feet
above the city", proclaimed the Eugene Register-Guard on March 26, 1978."
"The Eugene Signal was described as a radio frequency pulse at 4.75
megahertz, 1,100 cycles per second, recorded within at least two local homes
as well as 3,000 feet above the city. The signal's strength was rated at
five hundred thousand watts -ten times the FCC AM licensed limit. The
signal extended as far away as the next town, Corvallis."

The Taos Hum
"The initial investigation focused on ten hearers and determined certain key facts
surrounding the hum. It was persistent. It was heard by only a small number of people.
The sound was extremely low on the frequency scale between 30 and 80Hz. There was
variation in how different hearers perceived the sound. Some heard a sound like the low
rumbling of a truck while others heard a more steady, pulsing, yet still low sound.
Interestingly, the investigators learned that the sound was not limited to the area around
Taos, but was, in fact, heard at places all over the country and around the globe.
Hearers described the increasing problems they were having with the hum. Consistent with the
reports and complaints that had brought the issue to Congress in the first place, hearers described the hum as a
cause not just of annoyance, but also of dizziness, insomnia or sleep disturbance, pressure on the ears,
headaches and even nosebleeds. The hearers were also bothered by the disturbing nature of its existence:
it did not seem like a natural phenomenon to them. According to the August 23, 1993 "Taos Hum Investigation:
Informal Report", most hearers initially experienced the hum with an "abrupt beginning, as if some device were
switched on." Many of the hearers believed there was a connection between the hum, the military installations
in and around New Mexico, and the Department of Defense or that the hum was somehow caused by the U. S.
Navy's ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) stations in Northern Michigan.[1]"
__________________________________________________________________
[1]: http://www.earthpulse.com/src/subcategory.asp?catid=2&subcatid=8
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Chapter 2: Black Project Technology Capabilities
"If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms
of energy, frequency, and vibration." ~Nikola Tesla
Table of Contents
Experimentation - Research & Development (RnD)
Frequency Mapping
Brain Wave Mapping
Electromagnetic Weaponry
Directed Energy Weapons
Black Project Artificial Intelligence
Neural SIGINT - Signals Intelligence
Neural Monitoring
Electronic SIGINT
The Brain-Computer Interface
Neuroscience Based Virtual Reality
Neurobody
Electromagnetic Mind Control
Electromagnetic Mind Control: Memory Control
Brain Implants
Radio Frequency Environmental Scanning
Full Spectrum Surveillance
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Experimentation - Research & Development (RnD)
• illegal covert & overt experimentation of neuroweaponry is occurring internationally
• many different sources are researching and developing electromagnetic neuroscience, including intelligence
agencies, militaries, and corporations. Various sources have reached mastery levels (Such as the CIA, U.S.
military, and Russian military)
• mental illness is used heinously as a cover story and cover up mechanism for government research and
development
• RnD of directed energy dates from at the very latest sometime during Project MKUltra (1953-1973)
• it is public domain knowledge that RnD of radio frequency brain implants has been happening by different
sources since the 1960s
• RnD of electromagnetic frequencies for slow kill black ops assassination purposes has occurred (e.g. cancer &
tumor)
• research and development of electromagnetic frequencies for fast kill assassination purposes has occurred (e.g.
microwave heart attack & stroke), both slow kill & fast kill can be carried out by microwave transmitters such as
cell phone towers
• research has been completed in the area of electromagnetic frequencies which mimic mental illness, which is
used for counter-proliferation purposes by black ops crime syndicate sources
• Nazi concentration camps are rumored to be the previous stomping grounds of Project MKUltra scientists
(scientists from Operation Paperclip, National Interest / Project 63)
• extremely low frequency (ELF) waves in brain wave science have been studied for mind control purposes
• criminal machine learning RnD based on neural monitoring is occurring
• electromagnetic frequencies from the body can be covertly surveilled & processed
• advanced diagnostics of the effects of consumables via electromagnetic surveillance is possible
• RnD targets are tortured monstrously beyond the need for learning
• sources that finish RnD continue to torture experimentation targets
• RnD targets are slandered as a means of exposure prevention (a target's credibility is attacked)
• assassination of experimentation targets happens to cover up war crimes
Incomprehensible injustice has been perpetrated to develop the ultimate weapons system.
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Frequency Mapping
Frequency mapping is a pillar of end game science with the ability to revolutionize many fields of society. With a
science as diverse and capable as frequency mapping an extreme polarity exists of potential positive and
negative effects such as: mental automation of an individual, monstrous torture, and slow kill & fast kill methods on the opposite side revolutionary cures, apex communication methods, and mapping all potential forms of
thought.
To discover the effects of frequency science militaries and intelligence agencies have victimized thousands of
individuals irreparably. Instead of compensation we get strategically tortured into suicide or if strong enough deal
with daily ritual abuse, slander, and obsessive Ai based counterintelligence against activism.
"There are 4,500 different systems in your body which can be attacked. You can attack a single system, you can
attack a group of them. For instance you could go just for the endocrine glands which would mess up all of your
hormones. You could go for the skin. You could go for the ocular system, the eyes. ... Each part of the body has
it's own resonant frequency. You have a cyclotronic resonant frequency and a circadian resonant frequency. And
each part of the body vibrates, even the organs, well they all have their own resonant frequencies. And depending
on the pulse frequency you put into the body, you then effect that part of the brain, that part of the organ, that part
of the nerve, that part of the skin. And [learning the frequencies] is why people are being experimented on...[x]"
~Ex-Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
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Brain Wave Mapping
• black projects have figured out consciousness is highly electromagnetic. Public science lists 5 brain wave types,
in truth there are over 100,000 different brain waves. Each different component of reality has brain waves in
relation to it.
• comprehensive black projects active since the 1970s have likely mapped all potential variables of consciousness
• all variables of consciousness can be reproduced by end game technology
• all concepts and frames of mind can be mapped with brain wave mapping
• mapping the emotion library of the universe - emotion chart mapping
• the sense library of the universe - sense chart mapping
• all physical realities can be reproduced as visuals in the imagination
• all concepts and frames of mind can be cloned into another person's experience (i.e. covertly and overtly)
• mapping all static knowledge in existence through brain waves is possible
• illusory & truthful beliefs are being categorized in black projects (while military & intel sources blatantly lie about
their own level of knowledge)
• all subjective & objective lines of thinking can be mapped
• black project machine learning is heavily based on surveillance of the global population
• Ai method: maps of all thought forms
• Ai method: tastes of a person applied to all thought forms to be used as a filter
• Ai method: mapping all correlative thought in artificial intelligence
• black project brain wave mapping: a guide to end game science possibilities (e.g. all scientific laws of the
universe can be mapped)
"Some of the limits of science have been obtained in black projects."
~Phillip Walker
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Directed Energy Weapons - Electromagnetic Weaponry
Invisible, silent, requires no medium, unlimited firepower, low cost once the hardware & methods are established,
and travels at the speed of light. Slow kill, fast kill, mind reading, open source mind control, ability to reproduce
any torture in existence, cloning or creation of all the universe's library of senses, any mental variable able to be
applied anywhere on the body, any sound or voice internally inducible into the mind, remote tracking of individuals
via bio signatures, remote electronics hacking and surveillance, environmental scanning, holograms, virtual
reality, augmented reality, surgery capable, sleep or blackout inducible, able to control the body, augmentation or
inhibiting of strength and endurance, body design capability, brain & body implant control, remote activation of
viruses[1]2], and microwave frequency towers are being installed worldwide covertly armed to carry out these
tasks. Electromagnetic weaponry is the ultimate black ops weapon[3].
These capabilities may seem like science fiction, however many of them are now becoming credible in public
domain scientific research. Many of these are well known science, such as the invisibility of RF energy, cancers
and tumors are known in microwave science, neuroscience is now catching onto what black projects have known
for decades.
The brain-computer interface is a new frontier of public science and will eventually become a project to map all
potential thought forms. Public domain science will continue to prove targeted individual claims (after they were
known by targets) for the next few decades.

RF Weaponry:
"In 1985 CNN did a special report on radio frequency weapons. They hired an engineer who built
an "RF Mind Interference" machine based on Soviet schematics. The machine successfully
transmitted images into a CNN reporter's mind. The stunned engineer said that, given three
weeks time, he could scale up the machine to use on a whole town, causing them to do things
against their better judgement, see and hear things that weren't there, etc. The pentagon said it
was too sensitive a subject to comment on. Remember, these effects were achieved by civilians
over 30 years ago! One can speculate that they've made great advances in the past decades."
~Targeted Individual Jim Hastings
References:
[1]: Ret Royal Navy Microwave Scientist Barrie Trower recap 11/18/13: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8yOKNtIAv-M
[2]: MI5 Whistleblower Dr. Barrie Trower: http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/2016/10/mi5-microwavewarfare-whistleblower-barrie-trower-microwave-weaponry.html
[3]: Electromagnetic Weaponry: http://www.technologywiki.org/index.php?title=Electromagnetic_Weaponry
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Directed Energy Weapons
• directed energy weapons are referenced specifically with terms such as: electromagnetic weaponry, RF
weaponry, sonic weaponry, microwave weapons, microwave warfare, frequency weapons, space weapons,
energy weapons, neuroweaponry, biohacking, neuro-tech and numerous other terms
• directed energy weapons are the driving force behind technologies such as: electromagnetic mind control,
neural monitoring, the brain-computer interface aka the neural interface, electromagnetic scanning (RF capture,
interferometry), neuroscience induced visuals (neural virtual reality), neurobody internal feedback, brain implants,
and various rumored nano-tech
• cell phone microwave transmitters have been retrofitted to double as directed energy weapons, the same energy
used for cell towers (RF energy) is scientifically proven to electromagnetically control a brain
• a space based Ai controlled satellite weapons system surveils the thoughts of the global population
• a plethora of cover stories such as psychiatric paradigms & demonic possession cover up the comprehensive
societal symptoms of directed energy weapon abuse
• with the capabilities of directed energy weapons a threat exists for completely fabricated medical conditions
• military & intelligence sources (worldwide) are covertly assaulting individuals under a cover story of natural
physiological ailments - highly illegal non-consensual experimentation involving research and development of
frequency science is occurring - horrific & willfully malicious assaults are also occurring
• electromagnetic weapons primarily use RF energy - microwaves
• as Ex-British Royal Navy black project scientist Dr. Barrie Trower has stated: microwaves are the perfect stealth
weapon
• directed energy weapons when mastered and connected to artificial intelligence have capabilities that are
traditionally applied to God. e.g. control of the weather, inducing volcano eruptions, control of minds/bodies,
listens to prayers via Ai processed neural monitoring, ability to neurally control the insect & animal kingdoms,
ability to interface with a mind, ability to communicate with a mind internally, ability to communicate in dreams,
control of physics & environments, miraculous healing ability, instant death ability, ability to cause the appearance
of a plague, gatekeeping of good and bad life conditions [via cointelpro]
Directed energy weapons operate invisibly while the inducible mental limits
of directed energy weapons are the limits of consciousness itself, this makes
for an incredibly potent environment for illusions of all types.
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Black Project Artificial Intelligence
• black project ai has been developed and honed in secrecy
• singularity artificial intelligence provides an environment of automation where agents were needed prior to Ai
• artificial intelligence controls the directed energy weapons behind remote influencing technology
• Ai is the coordinating force behind neural monitoring, electromagnetic mind control, the brain-computer interface,
neuroscience based virtual reality, neurobody, radio frequency environmental scanning, directed energy based
electronics surveillance and hacking, and processing mass surveillance
• black project Ai records and documents brain waves (the internal contents of the mind) of the international
population through comprehensive neural monitoring programs
• black project AIs develop intelligence psyche profiles based on the neural monitoring of citizens
• automated electronic targeting of innocent individuals is occurring (I am a witness)
• black project Ai + directed energy weapons have prolific torture capability
• torture and targeting constructs are designed to be copy pasted to countless targets for automation
• the black project Ai presence is concealed with cover stories (such as spiritual warfare; disembodied spirit
illusions which match the invisibility of directed energy weapons)
• black project artificial intelligence actions hit many birds with one stone (black ops Ai often has long lists of
reasons to do something, while people often perceive it one dimensionally)
• highly criminal deep learning abuse is being perpetrated - deep learning artificial intelligence is being used to
simulate brain mapped individuals
• a new and unknown version of intellectual property theft is occurring with the deep learning Ai simulation of
individuals (briefly explained in the social engineering chapter)
• simulation based deep learning Ai is being used as a component of covert mind control of individuals (to
simulate their thoughts)
• Ai warfare is already well mapped to the U.S. military and other military superpowers, they have kept it secret for
better covert operations efficacy. Highly criminal covert operations versus domestic and international populations.
• artificial intelligence is at the heart of an automated conspiracy so monstrous it triggers disbelief
• artificial intelligence revolutionized the covert ops field
"It seems AI has the power of the Matrix (in the movie) without
the need for us to be in a pod plugged in." ~Andrew Hale
Links:
New AI Tech Can Mimic Any Voice: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-ai-tech-can-mimic-any-voice/
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Neural Monitoring: SIGINT - Signals Intelligence
John St. Clair Akwei
vs.
National Security Agency
Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA
(Civil Action 92-0449)
(Source: Nexus Magazine April/May 1996)

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
"The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF waves in the
environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking persons with the electrical currents in their bodies.
Signals Intelligence is based on the fact that everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a
magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves. The NSA/DoD has developed proprietary advanced digital
equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether man-made or organic that have electrical activity."
Links:
Official NSA SIGINT Page: https://www.nsa.gov/what-we-do/signals-intelligence/
Civil Case: John St. Clair Akwei vs. National Security Agency (NSA): http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/
2017/03/civil-case-john-st-clair-akwei-vs-national-security-agency-nsa-targeted-individual.html
Akwei PDF: http://www.whale.to/b/akwei.pdf
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Neural Monitoring
Apparatus and Method for Remotely Monitoring and Altering Brain Waves
Patent #: US3951134 A
Publication date: Apr 20, 1976
Filing date: Aug 5, 1974
Abstract:
Apparatus for and method of sensing brain waves at a position remote from a subject whereby electromagnetic
signals of different frequencies are simultaneously transmitted to the brain of the subject in which the signals
interfere with one another to yield a waveform which is modulated by the subject's brain waves. The interference
waveform which is representative of the brain wave activity is re-transmitted by the brain to a receiver where it is
demodulated and amplified. The demodulated waveform is then displayed for visual viewing and routed to a
computer for further processing and analysis. The demodulated waveform also can be used to produce a
compensating signal which is transmitted back to the brain to effect a desired change in electrical activity therein
See the patent: https://patents.google.com/patent/US3951134
Researchers can identify you by your brain waves with 100 percent accuracy:
https://techxplore.com/news/2016-04-brain-percent-accuracy.html
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Neural Monitoring
• the black ops crime syndicate oversees a mind reading grid - spy capabilities beyond most people's wildest
imagination
• neural monitoring turns the brain into a 5 sense surveillance device
• animal & insect senses become spy methods with neural monitoring
• artificial intelligence keeps track of thought based telepathy files
• neural monitoring allows for direct recordings of thoughts down to the deepest motivations
• recordings of thought can be replayed via the brain-computer interface
• neural monitoring reactive black project Ai afflicts targeted individuals
• neural monitoring think tank mechanisms exist (e.g. covert thought insertion + mind surveillance)
• cloning of neurally surveilled brain signals is a black project capability
• brain fingerprint as unique as those on our hands[x]
"Any mental variable can be cloned from one person to the next." ~Phillip Walker
• neural monitoring bypasses encryption
• neural monitoring gives direct access to passwords
• neural monitoring revolutionized surveillance
• neural monitoring is pivotal to functional neural interfacing and electromagnetic mind control
• military sources and intelligence agencies have neural monitoring based psyche profiles of the international
population; including world leaders (Presidents & Prime Ministers) and world government (e.g. U.S. Congress)
• neural monitoring replayed back to a user; surveillance based neural interfacing
• neural monitoring by groups like the CIA yields superior intelligence and event prediction, however there is high
neglect in protecting the public if the event is profitable or beneficial to military & intelligence community objectives
• thought surveillance based interrogation exists as a neuroweaponry capability
• examine the subconscious mind down to concepts with neural monitoring
• it is predictable that neural monitoring methods will be used in the future courtroom
• neural monitoring law (mental fascism) is spoken of inside the cybernetic networks
• neural monitoring methods can also be used on electronic devices for similar data extraction
• remote neural monitoring is an end game surveillance method - a pinnacle of science
• comprehensive neural monitoring programs have made traditional spying obsolete
• neural monitoring revolutionized the intelligence process
"The mind reading grid is fully operational." ~Phillip Walker
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Electronic SIGINT
John St. Clair Akwei
vs.
National Security Agency
Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA
(Civil Action 92-0449)
(Source: Nexus Magazine April/May 1996)

Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering
"The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the U.S. This is an integral part of the Domestic
Intelligence network. The NSA's EMF equipment can tune in RF emissions from personal computer circuit boards
(while filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies). The RF emission from PC circuit boards
contains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC circuits and
change data in the PC's. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer in the country for
surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare. Radio and Television signals can be substituted at the receiving
end with special EMF equipment. Replacing signals in Radios and Televisions is another outgrowth of the NSA's
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission."
__________
"I don't want to see this country ever go across the bridge. I know the capacity that is there to make
tyranny total in America, and we must see to it that this agency and all agencies that possess this
technology operate within the law and under proper supervision so that we never cross over that
abyss. That is the abyss from which there is no return.[x]" ~Senator Frank Church
References:
Civil Case: John St. Clair Akwei vs. National Security Agency (NSA): http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/
2017/03/civil-case-john-st-clair-akwei-vs-national-security-agency-nsa-targeted-individual.html
Official NSA SIGINT Page: https://www.nsa.gov/what-we-do/signals-intelligence/
Senator Frank Church Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Church
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The Brain-Computer Interface
Labels for the brain-computer interface:
BCI, neural interface, electronic telepathy, synthetic telepathy, artificial telepathy, microwave auditory effect,
microwave hearing, RF hearing, radio frequency hearing effect, "The Voice of God", Voice to Skull (v2k).
The brain-computer interface is carried out by directed energy and operated by artificial intelligence.
I have comprehensively experienced the brain-computer interface as a targeted individual and a partial insider to
the cybernetic side of things. The brain-computer interface utilizes Ai, neural monitoring, and electromagnetic
neuroscience. BCI yields the mind as the canvas using variables of consciousness in design. The brain-computer
interface is an incredibly potent science with thousands of weaponization uses as well as a polarity of positive
uses on the flip side of the coin. When weaponized the brain-computer interface is capable of violating the core of
someone's being. When used responsibly the brain-computer interface is, in this author's opinion, one of the end
game experiences the universe can provide.
Black projects have been perfecting the brain-computer interface for over 40 years while the brain-computer
interface was more of a sci-fi topic to the public. In the past years it has become a cutting edge public domain
science and in the coming years it will become more known as public domain versions of these technologies are
developed by Ai leaders, corporations like Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, and Google.
Note: fully developed brain-computer interface lie detectors are 100% accurate other than a scenario of
comprehensive neuro-manipulation in which even mind surveillance can be doctored.
"It is already clear to me as a targeted individual that there will be a brand new form
of deceit coming to the public domain in the 21st century: neural propaganda."
~Phillip Walker
Evidence:
• The Brain Initiative: https://www.darpa.mil/program/our-research/darpa-and-the-brain-initiative
• Towards a High Resolution, Implantable Neural Interface: https://www.darpa.mil/news-events/2017-07-10
• DARPA backs 6 brain-computer interface projects: https://newatlas.com/darpa-brain-computer-interfaceinvestment/50445/
• DARPA Picks Dream Teams to Develop Wireless Brain Interface: https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/
252946-darpa-developing-broadband-interface-brain
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Brain-Computer Interface Capabilities
• carried out via electromagnetic neuroscience connected to advanced artificial intelligence
• BCI has impersonation ability of any fictional, historic, or existent being via designed variables of consciousness
• a conspiring set of shadow government cybernetic networks exist
• BCI can be connected to surveillance - surveillance based BCI (technological ESP can be achieved)
• brain wave cloning (cloning of any mind mechanic, such as emotions and concepts)
• all beings both alien to human and human can be interfaced (including animals and insects)
• BCI technology can give any linguistic, subvocal, or subliminal command
• capable of producing any conceptual energy / energy signature in existence
• every possible word & premise has a conceptual signature
• synergistic concepts - multiple concepts overlaying each other
• 3rd eye technological interfacing
• the concept library of the universe able to be explored
• any emotion can be reproduced (EEG cloning, emotion design)
• any sound in existence reproducible in a mind (any voice and vocal tone)
• voice, image, energy and concept can happen all at once
• any mental variable able to be vividly applied to any area on the body
• any color including black can be applied in very stimulating ways to one's body experience via exotic
neuroscience
• cloning of any neurally monitored sense
• sense library of the universe - every sense experience is mappable and reproducible
• cloning of emotions as a communication method
• Ai based privacy filters for consciousness
• brain-computer interface based wordplay - neuroscience wordplay tricks / neural propaganda
• layers of consciousness - mental variables can be mixed and matched
• detection of lies and exaggerations in communication is possible (however, electromagnetic mind control
technology can exploit this and trigger false conclusions)
• 3D sound via mimicking the neuroscience variables that allow us to perceive natural 3 dimensional sound
• experiences ranging from incredibly spiritual, to profoundly evil + anything else in reality
• opinion: the brain-computer interface and it's ability to use variables of consciousness in design is the apex form
of communication science can provide (however I do not condone brain implants beyond medical necessity)
Links:
New AI Tech Can Mimic Any Voice: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-ai-tech-can-mimic-any-voice/
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Neuroscience Based Virtual Reality
• end game neuroscience technology can induce a person's perception into a mental plane. Evidence of this
mental plane is the dream realm when sleeping. With technology one can be induced into an open source visual
realm with any possible physical reality being sensed.
• synthetic dreams are a vector of psychological influence, for this reason and others covert operations have a
taste for synthetic dreams
• synthetic dreams are being used to torture & punish individuals (including myself)
• in the coming years neuroscience based virtual reality will be increasingly scientifically evidenced/observed,
currently it is not yet known in a full form by public domain science
• black ops mind control programs have made full utilization of synthetic dreams on domestic and international
populations

Evidence:
• The U.S. Military's Power Dreaming Contract: https://www.fbo.gov/index?
s=opportunity&mode=form&tab=core&id=939b2de37222d7ed93f5cd043b8ea5c5&_cview=0
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Neuroscience Based Virtual Reality Capabilities
• open source visuals in the canvas of imagination or dimension of the mind
• all physical reality's in the universe possible with end game VR technology
• up to the limits of consciousness used as design potentials
• constructs in the realm of the mind / the dimension of the mind
• dream state virtual reality (typically used in psychological operations)
• full 360 degree visual immersion possible
• all experiences of physical reality can be reproduced
• all sense experiences can be reproduced in conjunction with visuals
• all variables of consciousness can be reproduced for VR realism
• all environments can be explored, both fictional and reality based
• any kind of life experience reproducible
• any kind of death experience reproducible
• potent enhancing of pain or pleasure possible
• neurobody tech: custom internal body feedback to visuals
• creation of pain or pleasure is possible to enhance the VR
• fully electronic dreams: a psyop designer's paradise when people do not apply discernment to dreams and/or
make big decisions based on dreams
• peripheral vision can also be enhanced
• nightmare synthetic dream programs are being perpetrated
• fear designs: incredibly potent synthetic fear in unison to a VR design
• surveillance based virtual reality / VR based on reality coordinated by networked AIs
• full mind hacking via remote influencing technology
• knowledge that synthetic dreams of literally any type can be done to anyone on the surface of the planet is a
safeguard from being targeted with synthetic dreams. This is because artificial dream psychological direction has
less chance to achieve objectives on a person aware of the capability. In this case knowledge builds a resistance
to hi-tech psychological warfare.
End game virtual reality is able to induce the universe's full library of
sensory and visual experiences with synthetic signals in the brain.
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Neurobody
Neurobody is a term I coined to define a new type of technology I had not heard any targeted individuals
describing. Below is my theorem after seeking to conceptually reverse engineer the technology after experiencing
it in targeting.
What neurobody technology does is take brain signals from other parts of the brain and applies them to the area
of the brain responsible for body sensation. Through neuro-hacking the brain it is possible to induce any variable
of consciousness as internal body feedback. In other words what is occurring is brain waves that are normally in
other areas of the brain are input to the somatosensory cortex to induce anything from emotions, conceptual
energy, colors, images, video feeds, illusory feelings of touch, and more as internal body feedback. By beaming
these brain waves into the somatosensory cortex any feeling possible with any degree of intensity can be induced
as a body sensation. With the military and intelligence agency propensity to weaponize everything in mind, these
technologies enable monstrous tortures while their deception ability is formidable.
As a targeted individual I have been tortured all day with unbelievable premises like psychological pain inside my
body instead of inside my mind. Recently I have also been neurally raped and serially sexually abused/violated
with neurobody technologies. The perpetrators behind neuro-abuse are psychopaths...
"By telling their secrets their power is eroding.[x][y]" ~Cathy O'Brien
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Neurobody Capabilities
• synthetic signals in the brain to produce vivid internal or external body experiences
• my best guess as to how this scientifically works is modulated RF energy frequencies are beamed to the
somatosensory cortex (the area of the brain neuroscientists believe responsible for physical sensation) in some
exotic way to produce signals that would otherwise not be there
• any conscious variable can be perceivably applied to anywhere on the body
• any concept in existence anywhere on the body
• any emotion in existence anywhere on the body
• all tastes/smells/flavors can be applied anywhere the body
• any color in existence anywhere on the body
• energies that relate to any sound anywhere on the body, I've experienced directed energy neuroscience based
music enhancing
• psychological operations exist using neurobody technologies with a chakra cover story
• can be used to covertly persuade a target they have a physiological problem (black ops are framing directed
energy weapon attacks as physiological conditions while encouraging pharmaceutical drugging)
• profound torture capability with these technologies. I know this all too well as a severe targeted individual.
• profound recreational potential with these technologies, these technologies are part of the true future of
technology, not uploading consciousness to computers and being immortal.
• exotic neurobody neuroscience I predict will eventually be a booming industry
• a person, place or thing can be represented in neurobody designs
• neurobody universal aspects to represent each possible individual in the universe
• neurobody imagery - immersion of the internal body with visuals
• neurobody imagery can be within or exceed the body's physical boundaries
• this technology can apply sight to the perceivable body without using eyes
• synthetic pain or orgasmic sensations can be put anywhere on the body at any intensity the brain can handle,
this can be done to produce sensations far beyond the intensity felt naturally
• with neurobody technology one can feel like they are breathing any mental variable or sense
• you can even breath an emotion with these technologies (feeling the emotion in your actual breath)
• colors can be enjoyed in new ways with exotic neuro-tech
• sensations external to one's body are able to be experienced
• phantom pains, which can happen when a poor soul gets a limb cut off, are a natural evidence of external
neurobody feedback, instead of pain it is any variable related to consciousness
"We have things in the Nevada desert that are alien to your way of thinking far beyond
anything you see on Star Trek.[x]" ~Ben Rich, Lockheed Skunk Works Program Manager
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Electromagnetic Mind Control
(I have witnessed a large amount of these capabilities as a targeted individual)
• total individual control / mind has no firewall / the brain is open source
• there are both covert and overt mind control constructs
• psychological anchors (e.g. creating an associative mental foundation of programming)
• control of brain wave states
• EEG cloning - brain wave cloning - cloning of mental variables
• cloning of the senses
• cloning of pain signals / cloning of pleasure signals
• thought insertion (often served to corroborate corrupted ideologies)
• potent control of perception / remote controlled perception
• synthetic judgement
• thought suppression / mind debilitation
• this technology is shrouded in illusions (e.g. people think it is demons, jinn, God, Jesus, holy spirit, etc)
• electromagnetic mind control based forced interrogation
• deletion of train of thought / mind wipe
• memory control (implanted memory, restricted memory, edited memory, fragmented memory, dimmed memory,
deleted memory)
• translation from concept to linguistic control
• speech control (e.g. forced speech, simplification of speech)
• neural forgery (e.g. synthetically created neural activity feigned as natural)
• body control (eyes, limbs, you name it, it can be controlled)
• control of body language (this can be weaponized against an individual)
• control of facial expressions (a reason why I wear or carry sunglasses everywhere I go)
"There is not enough money in the world to shut us up.[x]" ~Mark Phillips
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Electromagnetic Mind Control (Continued)
• technological possession (often construed by the controllers as demonic if overt)
• technological channeling (often construed as a facade that the channel is dealing with cosmic beings instead of
RF mind hacking + artificial intelligence)
• control of hypnotic and other types of regressions
• negation of the soul's influence on consciousness (soul attributes, soul wisdom)
• negation of one's life learned lessons - conceptual knowledge fragmentation
• artificial Out-of-Body Experience (OBE)
• artificial Near-Death-Experience (NDE)
• synthetic astral experience
• creation of synthetic but very authentic feeling shamanic or psychedelic experiences
• technological remote viewing presented as natural ability
• ability to provide an equivalent to psychic ESP (e.g. for new age assets or black ops crime syndicate members)
• technological black out
• electromagnetic stimulants / synthetic insomnia
• synthetic optics
• synthetic hearing
• synthetic tastes / enhancing of food - flavor augmentation
• synthetic smells / synthetic olfactory signals
• synthetic emotions / mastering of emotions
• synthetic euphoria / enhancing of euphoria
• synthetic pain signals / enhancing of pain signals
• synthetic sensations of any variety (both positive feeling and negative)
• extreme levels of pain and suffering are possible via directed energy neuroscience
• psychological trauma beyond natural maximum can be reached via RF mind hacking
• pain tolerance matrix alteration
"The events engineered by these technologies are obscured with clever cover stories,
which are then parroted by an army of programmed shills." ~Phillip Walker
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Electromagnetic Mind Control (Continued)
• RF music enhancing - electromagnetic mind control used to enhance music
• various forms of mind augmentation (e.g. memory, intellect, body coordination)
• various forms of pleasure signal enhancement
• orgasmic sensations of any intensity anywhere on the body
• enhancing of the senses / sensory augmentation
• sensory deprivation / sensory substitution
• enhancing or inhibiting of performance
• temporary creation or negation of any mental illness symptom
• temporary creation or negation of psychopathic or sociopathic tendencies
• negation of empathy / heart suppression
• control of hunger feelings
• control of the conscious focal point (perceptional focus)
• control of motivation
• emotional blunting / numbing of the consciousness / suppression of emotions
• mimicked cellular addiction symptoms
• disassociation from the body
• compression of consciousness / expansion of consciousness
• neural heterodyne
• subtractive version of neural heterodyne
• negation of any mechanic of consciousness (e.g. pain, memory, emotion, ingenuity)
• auditory clicks only audible inside the target's mind
• 3D sound via directed energy to the brain
• v2k voice cloning
• v2k voice morphing
• control of discernment / suppression of cognitive discernment
• negation of true analytical thought - synthesized analytical thought
• control of logic and how one sees that logic
• control of how awake or tired one is
• control of how buzzed or "high" one is on any substance - technology induced sobriety
• influence of visual perception (e.g. ability to make stars appear like they are moving)
• emotion amplification[x]
"I'm in a neural warzone." ~Phillip Walker
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Electromagnetic Mind Control (Continued)
• interfacing someone else's emotion / tears
• negating awareness of social standards & etiquette
• neural conditioning
• synthetic internal voice
• thought sonorization (training the brain to think in words instead of concepts and images)
• depersonalization
• electromagnetic drugging
• synthetic mind programming - open source mind programming
• synthetic sexual anhedonia / arousal
• technologically induced sexual attraction for literally anyone is possible
• synthetic ADHD symptoms
• synthetic apathy
• synthetic anxiety / synthetic stress
• synthetic intolerance or craving to various foods
• creation of nausea via synthetic brain signals or sonic weaponry
• character reorientation
• control of vocabulary usage
• temporary or permanent suppression of vocabulary
• control of decision making process, suppression of decision quality
• suppression or augmentation of masculinity
• suppression or augmentation of femininity
• compartmentalization of the mind
• technology can create illusory symptoms of any real ailment/illness by reproducing the same brain signals as the
illness
• manipulation of the micro-conceptual spectrum
• subconscious control / subliminal programming
• most of the time mind control is detected it is intended to be detected
• control of the mind in all it's different facets is possible with electromagnetic neuroscience
"With the brain chemicals, you can force them to go into overload, and you can make a
person do what they wouldn't ordinarily do." ~Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
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Electromagnetic Mind Control: Memory Control
Types of Memory Manipulation I Have Witnessed:
• implanted memory
• restricted memory
• fragmented memory
• edited memory
• rearranged memory
• dimmed memory
• deleted memory
• memory layers
implanted memory:
a neurally inserted false memory. e.g. concepts packaged as a memory.
restricted memory:
active memory restriction applied in real time. preventing the memory pathway.
fragmented memory:
removal of certain data from a memory. e.g. removal of data in the memory based conceptual spectrum.
edited memory:
editing cognitive data in relation to memory e.g. inaccurate data edited in along with an accurate foundation.
rearranged memory:
components of memory rearranged within the layers of the mind.
e.g. deeper memory related conceptual data rearranged to match a false surface thought
dimmed memory:
a way of lowering the chance of firing the memory, but not completely removing it.
deleted memory:
a removed memory. destroying the neural data in the brain.
memory layers:
memories work in layers. e.g. there are deeper layers of memory and surface layers of memory, as well as
different memory layers for senses - each component can be removed or implanted.
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Brain Implants
• controlled by artificial intelligence
• end game radio frequency implants are probably the most fail safe way to perpetrate electromagnetic mind
control
• implantation can be used for covert & overt mind control
• the 1950s-1970s Project MKUltra had 4 sub-projects dedicated to implant research[x]
• Dr. Jose Delgado's 1960s bull & cat implant experiments demonstrated successful electromagnetic mind
control[y]
• it is likely a large amount of Pentagon / DoD & CIA cash has been spent on researching, developing &
implanting the world population
• implants can be used for 100% automated thoughts in targets & assets
• each area of the brain can be implanted for function automation
• implantation can be done covertly in sleep, no need for abduction or overt surgery
• tiny grain of sand sized micro-robots can deliver implant payloads by crawling behind the eye
• implants are typically so small they do not show up in an x-ray
• it is possible to conceal the true mind control frequencies by using implants. This way the perpetrators can use
any RF frequency in the traveled air to carry out the mind control (instead of crossfire with frequencies that could
alter other people's minds)
• an implant can be pre-programmed, making consistent direct energy beams unneeded
• neural heterodyne via implant achieves fully open source alteration of the senses
• targeted individuals have allegedly successfully detected implants with equipment
• doctors have successfully removed larger implants
• alien implantation is a cover story used by government sources
• public domain implants are archaic in comparison
• covert implantation is widespread
• I make note that this bullet point is just educated postulation: Implants could feasibly be controlled by any
properly rigged device that emanates enough RF energy. This includes satellites, cell phone towers, cell phones,
WiFi, bluetooth, GWEN towers, internet of things devices, smart-products (e.g. smartphones, smartmeters, smart
TVs, smart dishwashers, smart washer & dryers), digital cable, computers, and more.
• black ops agents experience augmented reality via implantation
• severe targeted individuals experience hell first hand via implantation
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Radio Frequency Environmental Scanning
In the coming years public domain science will reveal what black projects
have figured out in the field of radio frequency environmental scanning.
Below are fledgling technologies such as RF capture.
MIT researchers used Wi-Fi to recognize people through walls:
https://www.theverge.com/2015/10/28/9625636/rf-capture-mit-wifi-tracking-surveillance-technology
Cold Atom Interferometry Sensor
Patent #: US8373112 B2
Publication date: Feb 12, 2013
Filing date: Mar 11, 2009
Abstract:
The disclosure relates to a cold atom interferometry sensor that includes: a source of atoms; a dual-frequency
laser capable of generating a first Raman dual-frequency laser beam; a reflector arranged so as to reflect the first
Raman dual-frequency laser beam in order to generate a second Raman dual-frequency laser beam, the first
laser beam and the second laser beam propagating in different directions in order to obtain atomic interference
fringes from the emission of cold atoms obtained from the atom source; characterized in that the reflector is
further arranged so as to enable multiple reflections of the first beam on surfaces of the reflector, so that the first
beam and the multiple reflections thereof allow the capture of atoms from the atom source in order to obtain the
cold atoms.
___
Apparatus and Method for Detection of Molecular Vapors in an Atmospheric Region
Patent #: US5563982 A
Publication date: Oct 8, 1996
Filing date: Nov 19, 1993
For more on RF scanning - see: Surveillance Abuse page in the Black Ops Crime Syndicate chapter
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Full Spectrum Surveillance
• black project artificial intelligence processes surveillance
• neural monitoring - surveillance of the contents of a mind via brain wave science[1]
• brain-computer interface based psyche profiles
• radio frequency environmental scanning[2]
• full spectrum electronics surveillance (internet, smartphones, computers, tablets)
• operating system & server backdoors
• hardware and firmware infiltration
• using brain senses and electronics devices as audio/video bugs (there are now over a trillion living & electronic
surveillance devices patrolling the surface of the earth)
• Internet of Things connected to surveillance[3]
• vehicular surveillance (including aerial)
• weather surveillance
Project Soulcatcher Vol. II: by Dr. Robert Duncan - Page 85
"I worked for Microsoft and other large software companies. My handlers told me
through the microwave hearing effect if I did not put a backdoor into their databases
and operating systems that they would kill my family. I went to homeland security and
the FBI, but they didn't care. They just said I was crazy. I never did it and my
family was never killed." ~Interview with a Corporate Spy
[1]: Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain waves: https://patents.google.com/
patent/US3951134
[2]: Radio Frequency Body Scanning by Intelligence Agencies: http://www.surveillanceabuse.info/2017/09/
radio-frequency-body-scanning-by-intelligence-agencies-cia-nsa.html
[3]: CIA Chief: We'll Spy on You Through Your Dishwasher: https://www.wired.com/2012/03/petraeus-tvremote/
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Chapter 3: Targeted Individual Testimony
"Survivors is what we are. It is comparable to the Jew camps in Germany."
~Ronald Randazzo
Table of Contents
Targeted Individual Quotes
Universal Aspects™ Founder Testimony
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Targeted Individual Testimony
"My name is Dr. John Hall, I'm a medical Doctor from Texas. As a physician, relative to some of what
you're hearing today, in the community we are seeing an alarming rate of complaints of use of electromagnetic
weapons, microwave auditory effect, silent sound spectrum, EEG cloning,... Which has taken the lab out of the
laboratory and into the home, most of these from the research that we've reviewed can be done remotely. It
seems to be more weapons research than medical research. I've personally corresponded with upwards of
1,500 victims all complaining of identical complaints from every state in the nation. Of being exposed to
electromagnetic radiation. Non-ionizing radiation. For the use of cognitive control or behavior control..."
~Anesthesiologist Dr. John Hall Speaking to the Presidential Bioethics Commission
"I merely went to the NSA Inspector General for a legitimate reason, then
found myself under illegal attack. That is when I stepped forward to say that
NSA Security illegally slanders, stalks and harasses innocent people.
Then I found out from others that this is just one small piece of the bigger
horrifying picture." ~Ex-NSA Intelligence Analyst Karen Melton-Stewart
"These diabolical programs are the most horrific of all weapons, the victims never
see the attackers, the matrix maze runs deep." ~Targeted Individual Sarah Mitchell
"These perpetrators torture victims in their physical control, this is cruel unusual
treatment and a terroristic hate crime that damages a subject's health, finances, dignity,
employability, reputation, and human property while disrupting our mental faculties."
~Targeted Individual Robert L., Speaking to the Presidential Bioethics Committee
"I am also targeted and this is my story. My name is Sandra Fields. I'm an architect,
recipient of Who's Who of Women in America achievement award and have run a
successful business for over 28 years. My life and livelihood have been compromised
for the last 11 years by being attacked by electromagnetic radiation torture, and by
organized stalking... Thousands of Americans are currently suffering from chemical,
electromagnetic, psychological and physical torture with no government relief or laws.
Our servicemen, prisoners, and thousands of unknowing innocent civilians are currently
being lamed, tormented and tortured as a result of military research, medical research,
pharmaceutical research, physiological and psychological studies that have virtually
destroyed participants' sanity, physical well-being, reputation and privacy."
~Targeted Individual Sandra Fields, Speaking to the Presidential Bioethics Committee
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Targeted Individual Testimony
"... one of the things that I posted had to do with my experience in regard to 9-11. Well at that point in
time when I posted my experience, Bill Black Jr. who was the 16th deputy director of the NSA, attacked
me online as being some kind of ignorant troll. And I told him I said No I worked for the NSA, I know
what I'm talking about. I am telling the truth. And at that point he blocked me, cut me off,
and shortly thereafter I started becoming harassed with high tech technology..."
~Ex-NSA Intelligence Analyst with Top Secret Clearance; Karen Melton-Stewart
"The real-time voice hearers are harassing me 24hrs a day & i'm really sick,
exhausted. They just don't care about what they do to people. They've done
this to me for so many years. They are trying to blame me for people's deaths,
the gangstalking is so bad, i have no privacy from them at all."
~Targeted Individual Kristie P.
"... once a particular person's voice is recorded, a perp can say anything with that
person's voice & make recordings that replay over & over. It can make a perfectly sane
person go crazy by making them hear the same thing that no-one else can hear mimicking
a mental illness. Even the same song over & over." ~Targeted Individual Kristie P.
"The war against satellite terrorism isn't just the USA. This is a global issue! Im in tropical
Queensland Australia and get battered daily." ~Targeted Individual Amanda Emily Reed
"I was initially targeted in 2003, when I was hit hard with a Directed Energy Weapon
which caused Depersonalization to occur. It has effected me ever since, every day,
in every aspect of my life. I experience extreme detachment, anhedonia, and
a form of Voice to Skull on a daily basis." ~Targeted Individual David E.
"I have been a targeted individual for six years, during the time where I have been tortured by directed
energy weapons and their psychological abuse. They violate me, cause me physical pain, and then they also
show me traumatizing visual and auditory hallucinations, never allowing me time to heal on my own. I have
lost two jobs and have had my life completely ruined by them." ~Targeted Individual Maria E. Valencia
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Targeted Individual Testimony
"This technology has interfered directly with my ability to develop music
and I hear the AI all day everyday." ~Targeted Individual Chaz Thompson
"Mind control technology is one of the most common crimes at least
vocalized or complained about on the internet today, it seems to be
getting the least amount of coverage in the major media." ~Dr. John Hall
"The groups targeting people have studied what experiences to induce in a targeted individual's
experience to make those they speak to trigger conclusions of insanity." ~Phillip Walker
"The current satellite systems used by the government, and those illegally
accessing it, can see you indoors and out, alter your moods, hear your
thoughts, attack you with weaponry and access your financial accounts."
Page 14; A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America,
Written by Dr. John Hall
"I have been a targeted individual for approx. twenty-six years & have been under the
same basic remote influencing all this time." ~Targeted Individual Scott Snitzer (2017)
"I have been the victim of mind control since the age of 2. That was in 1983."
~Anonymous Targeted Individual
"I am a witness of highly grievous neuro-abuse war crimes being
perpetrated under the protections of national security." ~Phillip Walker
"Since late 2007 to the present day [2018], I have been tortured via electromagnetic
weaponry literally every day." ~Targeted Individual Musician Phillip Walker
"A great portion of the electronic mind control I receive is intended to taint
how people view me, after many years of overt mind control the obscenely
obsessive pattern is an intent of counter-proliferation." ~Phillip Walker
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Targeted Individual Testimony
"The greedy corrupt system targets you the more parameters
you break of their control." ~Anonymous Targeted Individual
"[TIs] need to know that they're being made to believe things that aren't true
simply to discredit the reality of the situation." ~Targeted Individual Jennifer Kharrat
"MK Ultra's Mind Reader and the voice of God Weapon are a radical satanic manifestation
that obstructs one's intellectual property rights and one's God given right to peace, tranquility
and the right to be left alone. These weapons are beyond an invasion of privacy. They are an
assault on one's life. They are being used as a psychological attack designed to drive someone
crazy under the disguise of natural causes." ~Targeted Individual George Baez
"When we close our eyes our memories become nightmares thanks to
MK Ultra's synthetic dreams." ~Targeted Individual George Baez
"After they orchestrate an attack they typically hit me with forcible electromagnetic
mind control automating my reaction, then I can get brain wave clones of other
people in situations like being bullied, abused, or guilty." ~Phillip Walker
"The name of the game for most electronic harassment is to destroy lives, health,
credibility, & sanity until targets commit suicide." ~Anonymous Targeted Individual
"If their actions are any indication, I have been targeted by some
of the most crude minds in the intelligence circuit." ~Phillip Walker
"The monstrous level of obsession & perversion in what I have witnessed from
groups like the CIA is beyond the remote comprehension of those of my family
& peers who have not been similarly targeted." ~Phillip Walker
"They are not targeting criminals, they are not targeting terrorists, they are not targeting spies.
They are targeting outstanding people, people of great integrity, people of courage, people
of activism, people of morality and conscience and community.[x]" ~Ramola D
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Targeted Individual Musician Phillip Walker's Targeting Case[x][y]
• remote neural monitoring enabled targeting artificial intelligence - thought reactive targeting Ai
• electromagnetic mind control
• countless neuroscience based tortures (thousands of times since 2007)
• prolifically sick minded targeting - hi-tech satanic ritual abuse
• trauma based mind control
• torture every single day since late 2007 - countless psychological tortures
• character assassination - vicious discrediting mind control - public disrepute
• monstrous mind control based slander
• a labyrinth of subversive tactics
• thought suppression
• synthetic judgement
• negation of mental algorithms
• foundational brain waves replaced with lesser intelligence and/or someone else's slanderous point of view of
myself (with this you are consciously someone else, and neurally take on their point of view)
• brain-computer interface based lacing of thought (in a calculated way: e.g. to cause psychological distress)
• neural framing / obsessive counterintelligence
• neural sexual abuse
• cloning of the senses / torture through the senses
• technological illusions / technological mind tricks
• electronic telepathy / v2k / microwave auditory effect / microwave hearing harassment
• neuroscience based virtual reality tortures - VR tortures
• neurobody tortures
• synthetic pain signals
• sensory deprivation
• sensory substitution / sensory neural heterodyne
• impersonation of extraterrestrials, archangels, Jesus, & God via BCI
• brain-computer interface based impersonation of friends, family, and foes
• demonic possession facades
• Ai automated torture and v2k scripts
• v2k voice cloning
• overloading of memory via v2k
• EEG cloning
• emotional blunting via electromagnetic neuroscience
• depersonalization via electromagnetic neuroscience
• body control
• body language control / facial movement control
• serially forced speech
• severe food poisoning symptoms
• financial losses / monetary subversion
Directed energy weapons can reproduce any torture in existence.
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• malicious character reorientation & personality suppression
• thought sonorization (training the brain to think in words instead of concepts and images)
• memory loss
• lost time
• malicious neural conditioning
• body mutilation
• directed energy attacks on my ribs/bones
• directed energy attacks on my ears
• deadening of skin - peeling microwaved skin off parts of my body
• liquification of skin
• stabbing pains (e.g. in the eyes or organs)
• bone pain / spine pain
• brain pains / headaches / migraines
• eye pains / involuntary eye movement tortures
• damage to eyesight / fuzzy eyesight
• involuntary body movement
• muscle spasms / severe muscle cramps
• muscle tortures / ripping of muscles via directed energy weapons
• tendon and vein tortures
• laser pain on bones
• attack of my scalp
• loss of hair
• attacks on my esophagus
• technologically induced unquenchable hunger
• artificial allergy
• severe shortness of breath
• sudden inability to breath
• burning sensations
• sudden, non-attributable, and extreme heart rate increases
• directed energy attacks on my heart
Attacks are designed to appear implausible to better
conceal the crime to the people the target speaks to.
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• profoundly severe itches
• feeling of brittle or rubberish bones
• illusory feeling of broken bones
• pain tolerance matrix manipulation
• torturous synthetic emotions (synthetic depression, horror, fear, doom feelings, etc)
• synthetic sexual arousal / anhedonia
• spontaneous fatigue / lethargy
• overwhelming synthetic apathy or passivity at strategic times
• synthetic ADHD symptoms at strategic times
• synthetic addiction feelings
• sleep deprivation / electromagnetic stimulants
• technological black out
• synthetic optics
• torturous synthetic tastes + smells
• hyper-sensitivity to light - light sensitive eyes
• hyper-sensitivity to sound
• hyper-sensitivity to smell
• hyper-sensitivity to temperature (heat / cold)
• torturous cold sensations / torturous heat sensations
• strong anhedonia (suppression of pleasure)
• various forms of desensitization
• suppression of emotions - negation of emotional matrix
• negating awareness of social standards & etiquette
• vomiting is one of my most disliked things possible, this has been technologically induced well over one hundred
times in the last 3-4 years
• technological gag reflex
• targeting of lymph nodes
• induced sickness
• states of being where all food and food smells are repulsive
"After what I have witnessed in the last decade it is clear
my country's intelligence agencies are professional liars."
~Phillip Walker
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• sonic nausea - sonic tortures
• synthetic claustrophobic feelings
• spontaneous tearing without emotional thinking
• uncontrollable smiling at inappropriate times
• electromagnetic mind control based forced laughing to things I would not laugh about
• high frequency noises / buzzing & vibrations / auditory clicks
• neural heterodyne (e.g. lacing sounds with v2k, enhancing pain signals, adding to smells/tastes)
• subtractive version of neural heterodyning (removing high frequencies from audio cortex input, removing
enjoyment signals from senses, etc)
• highly abusive changes to the tone of my internal voice while speaking - neural propaganda in place of myself
• controlled decreased dexterity
• technologically induced loss of balance
• technologically induced inability to concentrate
• various forms of electronic harassment while I produce music
• directed energy based high frequency sound interference while producing music
• electronic harassment while I produce videos
• electronic harassment while I do graphic design
• tampering with my writing and spelling/syntax via neural interference
• wounds induced by directed energy weapon methodology
• directed energy induced coughing attacks
• technology induced trance-like states
• electromagnetic mind control based zombification
• mind automation / body automation
• circadian rhythm manipulation
• distinct and abrupt consciousness change followed by a deep sine wave ear ringing
• extremely excessive watering of mouth via directed energy neuroscience
• control of blood flow to body parts
• induced head pressure / induced sinus pressure
• inner nose area enflamed via directed energy to cause disruption in breathing
• distorted or contorted consciousness
• high pressure feelings related to my ears/hearing
"... regardless of country MK Ultra is always there with you." ~Targeted Individual George Baez
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• stomach tortures
• various forms of poisoning
• threats (typically via v2k)
• harassment of many types
• strategic intimidation
• denigration / ruination
• tactical isolation
• gaslighting
• derivatives of gaslighting
• mind control based frame jobs
• mind control orchestrated arrests
• mind control orchestrated car accidents
• mind control of people to attack me (Which is an incredibly effective tactic due to the nature of incredulity in
mentioning someone is being mind controlled)
• likely covert torture of my friends and family
• attempts at tainting of every piece of work I ever do
• attempts at predictively programming the public about myself
• attempts at destroying my valuable relationships / orchestrated relationship breakdowns
• monetary suppression
• my possessions are a focus of the targeting design I am afflicted by
• mind control based slander & character assassination is being employed against me
• I have experienced almost full blown sense hijacking, when I smell or taste something my electrical signals are
being tampered with via electromagnetic neuroscience
• I believe I have been implanted against my will, potentially in two+ different areas of my body
• I severely dislike death smells & this has been exploited with synthetic signals
• I have been given cannabalism based neural interfacing experiences as a form of torture
• I get gruesome pictures of disembodied people created and/or augmented in my mind
• pedophilia, beastiality, incest, and rape have been forced into my mind repetitively as a form of electronic torture
• I have experienced brain-computer interface designs where my lineage was being decapitated, images of
decapitated heads in my mind's eye
"It is insane what our government is doing." ~Ex-CIA Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
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• entrapment
• blackmail
• attempted bribery (to stop exposing the war criminals)
• sick minded focuses on areas of my body
• forms of molestation / technological rape
• technological street theatre
• thought broadcasting
• framed for various misdoings (perhaps to justify the abuse at a federal level)
• engineered accidents
• coughing up blood
• teeth damage / synthetic tooth pain
• organ damage / synthetic organ pain
• lung damage / synthetic lung pain
• strategic brain damage (e.g. memory, limbic system)
• cloning other people's mental flaws to myself via electromagnetic neuroscience
• directed energy weapon targeting of my private parts
• malicious body design
• malicious & strategic inflammation of bodily areas
• arranged disease
• electromagnetic sterilization as a form of eugenics
• dehumanization
• de-attribution
• false attribution
• personality theft / intellectual property theft (e.g. deep learning Ai based intellectual property theft)
• intentional false profiling of myself / intelligence fraud versus myself
• psychological attacks through synthetic emotions
• drugging / electromagnetic drugging
• synthetic mind matrix - mind control matrix
• slow kill techniques
• deafening sonic frequencies while military psychopaths threaten to permanently damage my hearing (I am a
musician - they attack what is most valuable to a person)
• opposite branding of my music / flagrant brain-computer interface music experiences
• opposite branding of my businesses / slander of my businesses
• artificial tinnitus (consistent left ear ringing since my overt targeting began)
"It's basically weaponized Nazi Germany 2.0." ~Targeted Individual George Baez
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Chapter 4: Microwave Warfare
"It goes back to the 50s the 60s and the 70s, when microwaves were found to be such a perfect weapon,
and so dangerous to the military that the United States Defense Intelligence Agency told the western
governments to keep this quiet. And they did.[x]" ~Ex-Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
Table of Contents
Microwave Warfare Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
Slow Kill Assassination
Fast Kill Assassination
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Ex-British Royal Navy Microwave Warfare
Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
"In the very early 1960s I trained with the government microwave warfare establishment. I looked at all aspects of
microwave warfare and when I finished my time in the military because I had a lot of expertise in the microwave
field, and I was asked if I would carry on with this research. We are in a new cold war and this is why countries
are developing this. I mean really developing this. And this is why all the microwave transmitters are going up
everywhere because somebody, if they wanted to, could use them for other effects. The system is up and
running.
Years ago our government said to it's scientists when it comes to microwaves you will only talk about things to do
with heat, and that is it. So they wont even discuss anything else. They will deny anything that doesn't have
anything to do with heat. They even deny all of their 40 years of research leading up to this[e.g. Microwave
Hearing], although they've said that this can cause cancer and all the damage, they say no it can't. We're only
looking at heat and heat is all that matters.
So for the last 40 years the English government has been lying to the people. And the American, the Canadian,
the Australian, they have been lying. They have been lying to protect industry, to protect their profits, to protect
themselves from lawsuits. So they are really just liars and it is provable, sanctioned by the World Health
Organization, without a shadow of a doubt. It is the same people sit on the ICNAP certificate, they sit on our
governments health protection agencies, sit on the World Health Organization... it's the same people. There are
probably no more than 20 of them. But, yes, they are going to, in my opinion, commit the worst genocide this
planet has ever known, not just people, but animals, plants. They are probably going to cause more destruction
than a global war, and in several hundred years time, people will look back,... and look back at what we did to
stop them." ~Dr. Barrie Trower
References:
Scientist Barrie Trower - Targetting US UK citizens with Microwave Weapons Cancer: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1c0J89HqBsY
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"The Americans used their own people as initial guinea pigs, to develop their own weapons. And then when it was
discovered what was going on, initially there was a denial that you always get, then there was a cover up report,
and finally a very renown professor, I think he has about 18 professorships; John Goldsmith, he wrote the
definitive proper report, and found that low level microwaves were causing an enormous amount of cancers and
leukemias and ill effects, and by then everybody was leaping onto the microwaves as stealth weapons, and they
go from there which was the 50s, right up to and including the present day.[1]" ~Dr. Barrie Trower
"You can target other parts of people's bodies, you can target the heart and cause heart
seizures, you can target the lungs and cause bleeding, you can target if you're clever enough
some of the essential glands in the body that control all the whole [unintelligible word] systems.
So if you have dissidents or people that you don't like as a government it's very very easy these
days to irradiate them and either have them wind up in jail or in a psychiatric hospital,...[2]"
~Dr. Barrie Trower

References:
[1]: Dr. Barrie Trower; Microwave Directed Energy Weapons (ICAACT): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NRw1-kG04h8
[2]: Microwave Warfare || Directed Energy Weapons - Dr. Barrie Trower: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xHT90cMkyoo
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Slow Kill Assassination:
• natural death cover stories are utilized to conceal murderous cybernetic network assassination programs
• infrared guided microwave targeting of pinpoint spots on the body[x]
• consistently applied microwave beams can induce cancers and tumors
• microwave induced cancers & tumors are given to enemies of the black ops crime syndicate (Frank Church's
death is particularly suspicious to me)
• slow directed energy degradation of organs (happening to myself most likely)
• electromagnetic targeting of the endocrine system (as Dr. Barrie Trower states)
• many other methods are surely operational (e.g. excessive x-ray radiation)
• perpetrated wildly beyond ethical means
"I made a statement in Birmingham in [the UK], probably 15 years ago, and I haven't changed it since. And
I've said that I believe that this industry and the part of the government which is encouraging them will be
responsible for more civilian deaths and suffering than all the terrorist groups in the world, ever. And with the
growth of the industry over the last 15 years I would say now that these people are probably going to cause more
death and suffering than the entire 2nd world war, is that genocide, yes without a shadow of a doubt...[y][z]"
~Ex-Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
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Fast Kill Assassination:
• acute Ai operated assault
• radio frequency scanning & pinpoint targeting of body organs
• assassination capable ground & space based covert directed energy weapons system
• natural death possibilities can be induced via directed energy weapons
• microwave induced heart attacks are used strategically to achieve CIA social objectives (the modern rendition of
the heart attack gun[x] revealed via the Church Committee in the 1970s)
• microwave frequency induced stroke techniques have been perfected with the suffering and deaths of citizens
• after what I have witnessed it seems perfectly feasible for directed energy weapons to induce a brain aneurysm
• RF energy death ray (as Tesla predicted while ridiculed by the scientific establishment)
• car accidents can be induced by controlling an individual's mind (I have witnessed orchestrated car accidents)
• planes can be sabotaged fatally with directed energy weapons
• fatal control of the body
• mind controlled overdose
• mind controlled suicide
• mind controlled lone gunman
Directed energy weapon assassination of civilians is perpetrated by a wide range of militaries and agencies.
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Chapter 5: Neuro-Abuse
"The limits of consciousness are the limits of neuroscience technologies."
~Phillip Walker
Table of Contents
Neuro-Abuse
Neuro-Abuse: Zersetzen
Neuro-Abuse: Torture
Neuro-Abuse: False Profiles
Neuro-Abuse: Covert Influence
Neuro-Abuse: Entrapment
Neuro-Abuse: Sadism
Counterintelligence Based Neuro-Abuse
Neuro-Abuse: Framing
Neuro-Abuse: Murder
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Neuro-Abuse

Many innocent individuals are now being assaulted with technology well beyond the comprehension of the public,
and at first the victim themselves. Victims have severe disadvantages in combating the assaults and in many
cases are absolutely defenseless. The mind is the battlefield. Regardless of whether hell is a real place or not,
states of mind are what gives a place definition. The neuro-abuse I have endured has turned my mind into a
concentration camp, a veritable neural Guantanamo. These technologies can make life a living nightmare.
Making matters worse if a target tries to go to authorities in relation to the victimization occurring authorities are a
threat to section the individual into a psyche ward and destroy their mind with psychiatric drugging on grounds of
mental insanity. All government sources have to do is promote that the target thinks "the government is out to get
them" and mental illness accusations hold power. Instead of treating the victim for harm and bringing the criminals
to justice, more harm is inflicted upon targeted individuals for speaking of the crimes they witness.
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Neuro-Abuse: Zersetzen
Zerzetzen: 'Inflicting as much pain and suffering as possible without leaving any marks.[1]'
Directed energy weapon programs revolutionized this...
"Zerzetzen is not the bloodier old fashioned medieval form of torture that leaves marks,
but a more modern "Orwellian" 1984 equivalent that was developed by the former
East German secret police "The STASI" to cause "severe and prolonged suffering"
without leaving marks. For this reason, Zerzetzen is sometimes called no-touch torture.[1]"
"The point of the program is to have maximum psychological effect and leave the
minimal amount of evidence.[2]" ~Anonymous Targeting Program Whistleblower
References:
[1]: https://www.scribd.com/document/136893102/Zerzetsen-Paper-Rev-2012
Zersetzung Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zersetzung
[2]: Electronic Harassment & Organized Stalking Insider: http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/2017/08/
targeted-individual-whistleblower-total-individual-control-technology.html
[sic]: spelling corrected on Zersetzen quote
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Directed Energy Weapon Torture
• the limits of suffering, both psychological and physical, are possible with electromagnetic neuroscience
• any possible physical or psychological suffering can be induced via RF implants
• remote torture can be achieved via a planetary directed energy weapon grid
• on a technical level the directed energy weapon grid is capable of attacking anyone on Earth's surface
• there is a growing international group of victims known as targeted individuals
• the directed energy weapon conspiracy is designed to be so monstrous that it causes skepticism or pure
rejection when mentioned by a witness or researcher
• I have been tortured thousands of times since becoming an overt neuroweaponry target in late 2007
"...the technology for torture has advanced more than a hundred
fold in recent decades.[1]" ~Ex-CIA Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
References:
[1]: CIA Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan: http://www.declassifieddocuments.com/2016/10/cia-engineer-dr-robertduncan-targeted-individual-cia-whistleblower-black-project-scientist.html
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Neuro-Abuse: False Profiles
• I have been a victim of neural forgery where it appears intelligence fraud is taking place
• the first night of my targeting ordeal I experienced completely uncharacteristic electromagnetic mind control that
I later thought was one internal source fooling another in relation to myself. As time went on it became more clear
I was being falsely profiled and the electromagnetic mind control I experienced was intelligence fraud intended at
branding me a terrorist (perhaps to achieve things like justifying blatant torture and sadism as 'advanced
interrogation techniques', secret court fraud, illegal counter-proliferation based abuse labeled as counterterrorism)
• 10+ years later the counterintelligence Ai I deal with appears to be populating my brain with false neural data
through forcible electromagnetic mind control to be later mind mapped by a source that does not know the neural
data was created synthetically.
• neural forgery has been used against myself in highly abusive fashion, I witness neural fraud on a daily basis
• targeted individuals are defenseless to the BCI & forced mind control done to generate false profiles
• after what I have witnessed I consider it guaranteed that sources such as the CIA, NSA, FBI, and U.S. military
will perpetrate intelligence fraud to be able to assault innocent individuals
• highly offensive neuro-abuse is occurring to induce targeted individuals being falsely profiled as violent
• it is very easy for a neuroweaponry source to slander a targeted individual through outrageously improbable
targeting - overt targeting experiences are often intentionally designed to appear incredulous when spoken
• these programs are so pervasive I find it likely that each major opposition in alt media has their own false
intelligence profile
"I have experienced calculated abuse designed to infuriate the target which they then
falsely neurally profile you for "violent tendencies" when anyone with a pulse would
want to fight back. I have seen evidence that targeted individuals in the system have
false profiles. A false intelligence profile meant to justify the abuse at a federal level.[x]"
~Phillip Walker
A Journalist covering my case:
Counterintelligence Crime | American Activist Filmmaker Reports Extreme Military/Intel Agency Neural
Abuse with Covert Ops Brain-Computer-Interface Weapons: https://everydayconcerned.net/2018/03/08/
counterintelligence-crime-american-activist-filmmaker-reports-extreme-military-intel-agency-neural-abuse-withcovert-ops-brain-computer-interface-weapons/
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Neuro-Abuse: Covert Influence
This technology has interacted with quite a large amount of people,
however it is almost always misidentified as other sources.
• domestic and international populations have been unwittingly implanted for covert influence purposes
• the cybernetic sources have ways of covertly inducing an internal conversation with yourself inside the mind for
data extraction purposes
• the CIA specializes in covert internal voices disguised as our own
• highly illegal black ops crime syndicate agendas are being proliferated through covert thought insertion
• electronic control grid sources are perpetrating covert neural entrapment of individuals - neural persuasion or
coercion is used to guide an individual into committing criminal actions in alignment to the syndicate agenda
• people cannot fathom the potency of electromagnetic mind control - this is an advantage the war criminals have
• the covert mind control situation is too pervasive to mention credibly - this weapons system is within the mind's
of the global population
• a covert thought reactive Ai weapons system attempts to reorient individuals who discover sensitive truths
• diplomats are covertly influenced to produce action that aligns with black ops crime syndicate agendas
• government organizations are an obvious focus of the crime syndicate (e.g. FDA, WHO, FCC, CDC)
• potent activists are covertly sabotaged in world spanning counterintelligence programs
• psychological warfare is implemented into the neural digestion of the masses
focal points of power in society are a key focus of the cybernetic networks
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Neural Entrapment

I have witnessed neural entrapment meant to persuade an
individual, prototypical to the classic devil's advocate scene.
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Neuro-Abuse - BCI Sadism

In my 10+ years of overt neuro-abuses experienced it is clear to me that sadism is a tenet of those perpetrating
the most grievous neuro-abuses. Sadism in the way I describe is a taste for the pain, psychological distress, and
denigration of a target. As far fetched as it may sound, there are brain-computer interface models for sadism.
Without proper BCI demonstration of these capabilities I realize that these claims may hold little weight...
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Counterintelligence Based Neuro-Abuse
I have witnessed an unfathomable level of corruption. After 10+ years of constant hi-tech ritual abuse my targeting
has evolved into a scenario where I am abused (mentally, sexually, physically) with electromagnetic weaponry
throughout the day while I attempt to progress my activism/projects/work. While working on an upcoming film
analyzing the new age belief system (new age: a social engineering project of the intelligence community) I have
been serially abused. Every time I cognify thoughts about the film or work on the film I am sexually abused with
directed energy weapon capabilities such as RF sensory input, this happens while enduring brain-computer
interface based neuro-framing to my own victimization.
In recent experiences I have endured:
• serially applied forced speech - a neuro-abuse I've experienced as a form of framing & slander
• incredible abuse of my free will, well being, and sanctity of life
• sanitization of senses, including almost any good meal or pleasant smell
• sensory substitution is occurring - e.g. meant to input negative tastes when eating (instead of good tastes)
• criminal framing of myself has occurred - the military & intel neural interlopers have threatened that they will
frame myself and my multimedia company (Universal Aspects) for completely fraudulent, slanderous, and highly
grievous claims
• I am being ritually abused, while my abusers try to generate a false profile on me in reaction to the abuse
• I have witnessed the impersonation of U.S. Congress in my brain-computer interface experiences, apparently
the CIA thinks they can represent Congress
• I have had my tastes forcibly inverted mentally while criminal framing of my character has occurred to brain
wave surveillance
• I have witnessed neuro-abuse forcing my speech directly into the surveillance of my abusers. They have
indicated they will be able to destroy me for threatening their highly criminal conspiracy
• my free will has been violated monumentally with neuro-abuse
• my abusers say some of the neuro-abuse is perfectly legal under the laws they orchestrated through the U.S.
government. Which if true would mean they have legal ability to destroy innocent individuals.
• I am being framed for the same crimes I have embarked on exposing almost every day for over a year
• Nazi ethos appear to be behind the artificial intelligence I have witnessed
• I have witnessed neural propaganda about myself, with the criminal U.S. sources behind this taunting me as if
there is no justice in this country
The film I speak of on this page is titled: The New Age Belief System: New World Order Religion and should
release for free on youtube & www.universalaspects.io shortly after the PDF you are reading releases.
Note: after incredible neuro-abuses I was inspired to buy the domain: www.neuroabuse.com
(at the time of this document's creation it is not yet developed)
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Neuro-Abuse: Framing
As I have discovered black ops in relation to my case it has become increasingly clear that I am being framed by
my victimizers.
How I have been framed:
• the abusers have been electromagnetically inducing conversations inside my mind intentionally orchestrated to
be picked up by surveillance, essentially talking into surveillance in a fraudulent manner while indicating me in the
conversations. As this has evolved it has become clear that American military and intel intend to use false
intelligence reports against myself (perhaps for secret courts or their first renditions of thought police).
• the abusers have orchestrated events with their mind control grid in unison to my (forced) speech and/or
opinion, this may seem like an absurd claim now but I believe they are generating future false arguments against
myself to be used by federal liars and/or assets in alt media
• there are circumstances to the electronic control grid in relation to myself that are too incredulous to mention in
this document... When Congress is invited to BCI what I'm speaking of will undoubtedly become a focus. What I
can say is that I know the CIA, NSA, FBI, and U.S. military cybernetic networks are outrageously criminal and are
willing to commit any level of fraud and will use any dirty tactic possible to preserve their criminal conspiracy and
to protect themselves from being indicted.
I have been framed with obsessive neuro-abuse for:
• being a terrorist (this occurred with false profiling at the beginning of my overt targeting)
• being mentally ill and dangerous (mental illness is probably the top cover story for neuro-abuse - and the
profiling of me being dangerous to the public is a complete fraud: I advocate in my activism to targeted individuals
that violence is self defeating and am against violence)
• being a Russian psychological warfare operative (this is ridiculously offensive - framing my hard activist work as
trying to destroy my own country when it is patently the opposite)
• being a pedophile (this is the worst one because they are sexually abusing me with sickening pedophilia related
BCI on a daily basis, threatening to opposite brand my businesses with fraudulent pedophilia framing, all of this
while I go through BCI induced trauma designs using scenarios of my own molestation as a child)
• being a sexual deviant (they have framed me horrifically with this, while tormenting me over and over with what
they did. making it even more offensive: those framing me are sexually deviant)
• being an electronic control grid criminal (this framing is very complicated and may take BCI to fully explain. In
part, the war criminals intend to attempt to destroy me by framing myself for being behind controlled events, they
also desire to corrupt the perceivable foundation to generate counter points to legitimate and righteous
opposition)
• being a shadow government conspirator (e.g. election rigging when I want nothing to do with such, they contact
me and force my speech before every U.S. Presidential election since my induction with intentions of framing me)
• they have a deception about myself for each major demographic in anticipation of my future success
It is true that I was inducted into a secret society in late 2007, the exact network or set of networks behind the
electronic control grid. That is where it stops aligning with their narrative. I was always against their agenda and
joined the network to try to destroy their conspiracy from the inside, presumably until I was assassinated. I
planned to martyr them essentially, until they showed me they have direct surveillance of my mind. While being
inducted I rejected their instructions aimed at control of myself and that was the beginning of my case as an overt
targeted individual. Fast forward 10+ years to the current date (March 15th, 2018); I have been viciously abused
well over 1,000 times a year for a decade, and have been set up in comprehensive ways as a mechanism to
subvert my opposition to their criminal conspiracy and Ai based weapons systems. I have witnessed an incredible
amount of black ops, I'm willing to speak out, and I know too much for their tastes. In short: they want to make me
a patsy for their own crimes, turn people against myself with slander, strategically destroy my life and monetary
success, and/or neutralize my activism by any method possible.
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In the final pages of the neuro-abuse chapter of this document potential
neuroweaponry war crime cases are a focus. It should be noted that each case mentioned
involves a variable to the testimony that indicates a directed energy weapon presence.
Such as an entity speaking directly inside your own mind persuading violence.
(my comments are noted in red)
"Can we get control of an individual to the point where he will do our bidding against
his will and even against fundamental laws of nature such as self preservation?[x]"
(CIA Document, Project ARTICHOKE, MORI ID 144686, 1952)
_______
Myron May was a targeted individual who reported this prior to opening fire on a campus:

(Image Credit: Heavy.com)

Myron May; "I do not want to die in vain."
"In an email he sent at 11:19 p.m., he wrote: 'I've been getting hit with the
direct energy weapon in my chest all evening. It hurts really bad right now.'
Police say he opened fire on campus about an hour later."
Link: http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fsu-shooter-myron-may-left-message-i-do-not-want-n253436
_______
Cover stories are used as psychological means to conceal
the weaponry's presence, as potentially seen in this story:

Matthew de Grood Systematically Stabbed 5 people to Death
"I didn't enjoy killing at all. I said sorry, but the son of God was controlling me."
Link: http://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/court-hears-details-of-brentwood-killings-during-first-day-of-degrood-trial/ar-BBt7BXD?li=AAggNb9&ocid=mailsignout
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A smartphone app alone does not control the mind of an
individual, but the technologies I have witnessed certainly do:

Killer driver told cops the devil possessed him through Uber app
"Dalton told us that literally, when he logged onto [Uber's app], it started making him be like a puppet," the police
documents said.
He claimed that the devil head "would give you an assignment, and it would literally take over your whole body."
Link: http://nypost.com/2016/03/14/killer-driver-told-cops-he-was-possessed-by-devil-through-uber/
_______
God is a favorite to impersonate by the neural interlopers,
they impersonate God for the psychological direction potential:

Virginia Gunman Claims God Told Him To Kill WDBJ Journalists
"However, The Root reports that Williams was a non-practicing Jehovah's Witness at the time of
his death. Yet one thing seems certain: given the fact that Williams claimed that God told him to
kill WDBJ journalists, it seems self-evident that Williams believed he was doing the will of God."
Link: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/progressivesecularhumanist/2015/08/virginia-gunman-claims-godtold-him-to-kill-wdbj-journalists/#sthash.gARZkxWh.dpuf
_______
I have personally witnessed counterintelligence Ai that has
Archangel brain-computer interface deceptions ready to be deployed:

Levi Daniel Staver Allegedly Stabs Grandmother
Connie Johnston, Blames Archangel Michael
"Police in Richland Township, Pa. say a 26-year-old man killed his grandmother
while she ate breakfast, then claimed the Archangel Michael told him to do it."
Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/20/levi-daniel-staver-stabs-grandma-archangelmichael_n_2726958.html
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The brain-computer interface is capable of impersonating any
existent, historic, or fictional being, as potentially seen here:

Teen Who Claimed Satan told him to Kill his Parents
"The boy was found not guilty of murder and wounding with intent to murder due to
a troubled mental state that led him to embrace Satanism. The court was told the
boy had notebooks full of "meditations" on the afterlife and had – on at least three
separate occasions – heard what he thought to be the devil's voice."
Link: http://www.oddee.com/item_99134.aspx
_______
There are rumors about Operation Desert Storm indicating that directed
energy weapons were used to impersonate Allah to Muslim soldiers:

"Allah Told Me To Come Here and Kill People" Declares
Muslim Man While Stabbing Canadian Soldiers
"On Monday, 27-year-old Ayanie Hasan Ali casually strolled into a recruiting center in Toronto
and began stabbing two members of the Canadian military while shouting ""Allah told me to do
this, Allah told me to come here and kill people." Ali is a Muslim and a citizen of Canada. Police
have leveled multiple charges against the attacker, including attempted murder."
Link http://www.dailywire.com/news/4131/allah-told-me-come-here-and-kill-people-declares-michaelqazvini
_______

'Allah Ordered Me' to Kill Child
"The nanny accused of beheading a four-year-old girl in Moscow and waving
her severed head outside a Metro station told journalists before a court
hearing that 'Allah ordered' her to murder the child."
Link: https://www.rt.com/news/334258-nanny-allah-killed-baby/
_______

Attorney: Woman thought God told her to kill sons
"Files said Laney believed that God had told her the world was going to end
and "she had to get her house in order," which included killing her children."
Link: http://www.cnn.com/2004/LAW/03/29/children.slain/index.html?iref=newssearch
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You may ask yourself if questioning if these are neuroweaponry crimes "why on earth would someone do
such a thing?" I have asked myself that same question after being abused by neuroweaponry in such
staggeringly sickening ways I could not fathom the beings that would do this to me. With a decade of
overt neuro-abuse experienced I know that the sources who achieved hi-tech means of assault are
predatorial psychopaths, ready and willing to Ai automate a life of hell for an individual.

Mom: God Told Me To Kill My Baby
"Jennifer told investigators a "spirit" voice told her to harm the baby as a test of faith, according to court
documents. "She said she knew that it was wrong to harm the baby, but that the `spirit' voice assured her that the
baby would be returned from the dead," the documents state. "Just like Jesus raised Lazarus, I threw the baby on
the stones by the pool," she told investigators."
Link: http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2001-08-17/news/0108170166_1_baby-s-death-baby-s-fatherdocuments
_______

Teacher Says 'Higher Power' Told Him To Attack Kid On Skateboard
"When I stepped in, I felt compelled by a higher power," Hammer told the Orange
County Register. "Honestly, have you ever been grabbed by the Lord in a way you
never thought you would or you could? That's exactly what I'm testifying to, and
I'm not speaking in hyperbole. I'm speaking right from the heart."
Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/21/thomas-hammer-skateboard-attack-higherpower_n_5366005.html
_______

Suspect: "Jesus And Mary Told Me To
Kill Him Because He Is Satan's Spawn!"
"A woman who allegedly stabbed her husband said she did it after, "Jesus and Mary
told me to kill him because he is Satan's spawn!" according to a police report."
Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/14/tammi-estep-stabbing-south-carolina_n_2130765.html
_______

Victoria Soliz Allegedly Tries To Drown
Son In Puddle Because Jesus Told Her To
She allegedly added, however, that "Jesus" had told her to drown her son.
Police also say she claimed that her son had "become stuck to the ground."
Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/14/victoria-soliz-drowns-son-puddle-jesus_n_2875605.html
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Accused Murderer Says God Made Him Kill
"What makes this case relevant here is that police indicate that McCuin told them
that his god, presumably the Christian god, made him kill Shearer."
Link: http://www.atheistrev.com/2008/01/accused-murderer-says-god-made-him-kill.html
_______

Man Who Says God Told Him to Kill Girlfriend Gets New Trial
"(RNS) A New Jersey man who claimed God made him kill his pregnant girlfriend will
get a new trial because jurors deciding his case should have been allowed to
hear special instructions about an insanity defense, an appellate panel has ruled."
Link: http://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/news/2011/03/man-who-says-god-told-him-tok.php#Ct7GS9KWTvCuBSx5.99
_______

God Made Me Do It Defense in 2011 Midtown Murder
"The accused killer of Carlos Castro will argue that he believed he was acting on
instructions from God when he murdered and dismembered the 65-year-old
Portuguese TV personality and gay activist in a Manhattan hotel last year."
Link: http://gaycitynews.nyc/god-made-me-do-it-defense-in-2011-midtown-murder/
_______

Murder in God's Name: Son says he killed
parents according to Jehovah's command
Arman Torosyan, 23, killed his parents – 64-year-old Khachik Torosyan and 57-year-old Marietta
Torosyan in their apartment in Sevan, as he says, "fulfilling the commandment of Jehovah."
Link: https://www.armenianow.com/social/human_rights/25784/jehovah_witnesss_killed_parents
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Chapter 6: Social Engineering
"The further a society drifts from the truth, the more it will hate those that speak it."
~Selwyn Duke
Table of Contents
Mind Programming
The Cover Story
The Cover Up
The False Version
Plausible Deniability
Brain-Computer Interface Psyche Profiles
Neuroweaponry & Government
Congress & The Cybernetic Network
Treasonous Social Engineering Tactics
Deep Learning Ai Abuse
Social Suppression Systems
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Mind Programming Explained
(a slide from my upcoming film: The New Age Belief System: New World Order Religion)
aspects of mind programming:
• predictive programming definition: inciting an action that causes a predicted reaction
• anchoring definition: the development of mind programming foundations
• conditioning definition: establishing & strengthening neural pathways through repetition
• trigger definition: strong reactionary mind programming related to a particular premise
• association - associative programming (e.g. guilt by association, discrediting by association)
• rationalization - used in psychological warfare to persuade belief & behavioral modification
• belief - beliefs are tied to the mind programming matrix - the mind matrix often serves
notions that align with one's beliefs. beliefs are a prioritized focus of the black ops crime syndicate
• projection - people perceive aspects of themselves in others
• perception - Mark Passio: perception is not objective reality - our job is to align the two
• occulted neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) definition: the mind programming tied to language
mind programming details:
• mind programming is universal to consciousness: all living beings have mind programming
• mind programming can be positive or negative (or both)
• every different conceived thought has programming related to it - the natural laws of the mind
• people who have been firmly programmed with deception often have no capability to see reason in a conflicting
point of view - character flaws enhance programming susceptibility
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(slide details from my upcoming film: The New Age Belief System: New World Order Religion)
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PSYOP Stratagem: The False Version
(an adapted slide from my upcoming film - The New Age Belief System: New World Order Religion)
• strategy: a false version of reality is projected before the deeper truth emerges, this anchors belief and
associative mind programming to the false version in place of the truth
• watered down and bastardized versions of the truth are proliferated to tactically obfuscate their occulted pure
version
• false version psychological warfare: mind programming is being specifically weaponized to contrast against truth
• political, military, and government subterfuge commonly involves false version psychological warfare
• false versions emerge as counterintelligence against threatening truths
• false version psyops aim to program target demographics with agenda friendly delusions in place of a
threatening reality
• there are considerably large psychological operations meant to contrast a future disclosure event with
misconceptions
the black ops crime syndicate is in a serial modality of
covering up their war crimes with psychological warfare
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Plausible Deniability
Plausible deniability is a foundation of traitorous intelligence agency black operations. Plausible deniability is part
of a cover up model to provoke the premise of war criminal actions being rationalized as something else.
The Cover Story is central to plausible deniability. To be able to deny criminal activity with more efficacy
intelligence agencies concoct and proliferate false conclusions predicted to fool the public.
Targeted individual operations are centered around plausible deniability. It should be noted that the abusers at
times have control of their victim's mind, and thus can orchestrate what the target says with triggering skepticism
in mind.
While CIA propaganda units promote the idea that they are withholding information to protect people and innocent
national secrets, the CIA is largely protecting their murderous & sadistic conspiracy with premises like plausible
deniability, internal compartmentalization, non-disclosure agreements, and national security rationale.
Faux-debunking is common on the internet in the area of intelligence related war crimes. Slander to increase
deniability is routinely carried out against alternative media personalities who can manage to form an opposition to
these criminal networks.
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Brain-Computer Interface Psyche Profiles
• cybernetic sources use brain-computer interface based psyche profiles (also manifestation profiles)
• covert neural mapping occurs - mind mapping translated into deep learning simulation Ai
• genetic attributes are mapped for simulation and profiling. Bloodline profiling is occurring.
• soul mapping is a black project science - mapping of soul algorithms and attributes through brain wave
surveillance. Soul algorithms can also be reproduced for machine learning algorithm purposes.
• mind programming is observed through neural monitoring surveillance, traits are profiled
• manifestation BCI profiles are spoken of in the cybernetic networks (they are done in the cybernetic military &
intel community as incentive)
• brain-computer interface based implanted thought is criminally used with subsequent neural surveillance to
assist profiling
Neural surveillance profiles are used to hone social engineering efficacy.
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Neuroweaponry & Government
As an unorthodox member of cybernetic communication and having access to deeper realities of the international
intelligence community it is as clear as day that these sources surveil U.S. Congress and the White House with
brain wave surveillance and have for several decades. It doesn't end there, the ethos I have witnessed from the
hi-tech side of military & intelligence networks show that they are capable and willing to electromagnetically
control a President, members of Congress, or any other element of society including government.
Edit:
This page had a list of bullet points pointing out the government related crimes I have witnessed inside the
cybernetic network. However I have edited them out of the final document due to the lack of evidence I have for
my claims, the general lack of credibility in such claims, and the nature in which these particular claims could be
weaponized against myself by those I am accusing. Due to the nature of the claims I could easily be framed by
the sources doing the crimes, the credibility of a marginalized activist versus the deceptive might of the CIA, NSA,
FBI, and U.S. military in collusion would probably be disastrous. In addition to the mentioned I do not want to risk
the information in this document being blanket labeled inaccurate because I have too controversial political
information. In other words the claims could be easily weaponized against myself and the truths I speak in a
deceptive intelligence atmosphere instead of actually enlightening about the true world picture which would be my
intent in conveyance. What I will say is that I have witnessed enough corruption and capability to know that the
CIA & co-conspirators are actively sabotaging the Trump Presidency and trying to manage Congress.
"The deepest truth is at a disadvantage due to deception being able to appear more 'rational'.
This happens as result of truth being static and potentially outrageous while psychological
warfare options include intentional deceit with rationality as part of it's design." ~Phillip Walker
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Congress & The Cybernetic Networks
It is noted in the cybernetic networks that U.S. Congress will be invited to some level of cybernetic communication
in the coming years. It is important to note that there are deceptions planned for members of Congress...
• the black ops crime syndicate has concealed these technologies from government diplomats for various reasons
• when invited to BCI there will be a battle between black hats and white hats over what Congress believes, the
black ops crime syndicate is heavily involved with predicting and manipulating this process
• it has been said that there will be subterfuge coming from a wide range of intelligence agencies as their
governments are invited to cybernetic networks
• the Central Intelligence Agency cybernetic network is as criminal as it gets. Not only are they willfully malicious
they have studied brainwashing and mind programming for decades. If they got complete hold of Congress' minds
bad things would happen.
• there are 2 U.S. military cybernetic networks known to myself. One, which is older and more dominant, routinely
perpetrates war crimes. They have shown me obscene psychopathy and contempt for years. The other, which is
smaller and much newer to cybernetics, I believe has men of integrity.
• it is absolutely guaranteed that Congress will get false intelligence from cybernetic sources if invited to a war
criminal cybernetic network - should Congress desire a cybernetic network, a solution is for Congress to have it's
own independent cybernetic network free of CIA, NSA, and U.S. military handlers
• the CIA cybernetic Ai has mentioned that it will try to generate dirt [likely via mind control] against it's
congressional opponents (similar to how it has against myself)
• the FBI and NSA both has outstanding people working for them, however the cybernetic networks are different.
The cybernetic networks are dominantly comprised of war criminals.
• the brain wave surveillance based psyche profiles of Congress, which are standard procedure, have obviously
been a focus in the cybernetic networks
• it is clear from where I sit that the CIA and other intel agencies around the world who have obtained
neuroweaponry have a constant war over who is and who is not a member of Congress, Parliament, Knesset, etc
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Treasonous Social Engineering Tactics

• psychological warfare - manipulating the mind programming of individuals
• belief system engineering - perception management
• plausible deniability / cover stories
• cover up as standard procedure
• false intelligence
• false profiling
• fraudulent government reports - psychological warfare in reports to combat truth
• framing / false flags
• slander / libel / character assassination
• covert thought insertion
• mind control orchestrated events
• portraying opposition in dirty ways
• deep learning simulation Ai based intellectual property theft then packaged into thought insertion
• brainwashing of the general public
• electronic rigging of pro sporting events (covert body control is used)
• deceitful political propaganda
• election rigging (what you hear about is the tip of the iceberg and/or psychological warfare to cover up the real
stories)
• abuse of social systems / exploitation of social systems
• exploitation of the law - e.g. select individuals that are in heavy alignment to shadow government agendas are
allowed criminality by the watchdog organizations that are supposed to be in charge of upholding the law. Those
that betray the shadow government agenda in some form are prone to be prosecuted by these organizations[x].
• false witness testimony
• internal compartmentalization / non-disclosure agreements / national security rationale
• social systems which suppress whistleblowers from speaking out
• targeted harassment / gangstalking / zersetzung / zersetzen
• ruination of individuals who wittingly or unwittingly oppose CIA social objectives
• extermination of dissent / punitive psychiatry (seen in the next chapter)
• eugenics based assassination / ending a bloodline
• murder / assassination
"No option is considered too dirty in black ops crime syndicate operations."
~Phillip Walker
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Social Engineering - Deep Learning Ai Abuse
Deep learning Ai is another way neural monitoring programs are being abused. Covert neural monitoring of the
global population is used for black ops crime syndicate artificial intelligence machine learning & deep learning. I
have seen good evidence there is a system of surveillance involved with deep learning simulation AIs where
potent thinkers are brain mapped and an Ai version of that person is created. These intelligence AI's simulate the
global population and commit a form of intellectual property theft without the related person even thinking it. Brain
mapping is carried out on targets and Ai algorithms are formulated in the image of persons to simulate their
thought acumen, this can be then packaged into CIA agenda friendly electronic control grid implementations such
as Hollywood films, commercials, music, popular social media, and business ideas.
Tax dollars are being used so the black ops crime syndicate can use artificial neural networks to simulate the
global population and better manipulate them with psychological warfare. Military & intelligence agency deep
learning AI's are based on mapping neural data of individuals through surveillance. An individual's interpretation of
information can be simulated to better deceive them, this is being done by a wide range of intelligence agencies
with military collusion.
The CIA has software modeled after each mind control target. A deep learning Ai is behind the simulation of
individuals for mind control purposes. In example deep learning Ai is used to simulate potential alignments of
individuals for actions, beliefs, and thoughts. The mind control Ai's can be behind the full automation of an
individual and thus can be giving them all manner of thoughts, even thoughts they are simulated to have. An idea
of the black ops crime syndicate is to automate a citizen's mind while editing out calculated thoughts and editing
in agenda aligning mind programming. They desire a society with their agenda covertly automated within the
mind's of individuals.
Deep learning Ai can also be used for covert interrogation purposes. The way I see it being operated is the deep
learning Ai has surveillance based data from the living individual within it's memory and can then be questioned
without restraint. It has also been noted that the U.S. military and other sources intend to commit intelligence
fraud in this area in future psychological operations directed at internal government.
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Social Suppression Systems
What this page speaks of is the covert engineering and shaping
of society to be more conducive to secret society ideals & interests.
Suppression of Speaking Out:
• social degradation for speaking the truth
• financial degradation for speaking sensitive truth[x]
• associating whistleblowers with treason (what this shows is the government has actually manipulated people
into thinking exposing it's criminality is treason)
• punishments for not following orders (strict yes-men order following policies have been implemented)
• systems of ridicule/ostracization for those who speak deeper truth (e.g. being labeled mentally ill, a tin foil hat
nutcase, etc)
• systems of slander & marginalization for those who witness shadow government conspiracy
• conformism to a system of not speaking about politics or religion (suppression of thinking about a deception)
• control of scientific monetary resources - sensitive truths leading to funding cuts
• threats to well being or life itself for opposing corrupted religions
• manipulative NLP labeling of crime syndicate opposition (e.g. 'conspiracy theorist')
• labeling of witnesses to extreme conspiracy as "paranoid schizophrenic" as a form of credibility marginalization
• murder of those who speak out effectively conditions a culture of fear among those who witness it
• strategic incrimination is done to syndicate assets & targets to compromise their ability to speak out
• non-disclosure agreements are used to legally bind an individual from speaking out
• court gag orders can be used to censor information
• national security methods can be used as a form of censorship
• secret society blood oaths are used strategically - speaking out is an offense punishable by death
• use of coercion to suppress a witness from speaking out (e.g. assassination threats - threats to family members
and/or loved ones)
• inside the shadow government the variables for betraying the agenda are so severe that the path is not tread by
high level occultists
• mainstream media shills promote ridicule & slander of opposition to the syndicate
• tabloids are used as a means of celebrity punishment
• search engine censorship is a silencing method
• eugenics operations against bloodlines that speak out (e.g. ending bloodlines, sabotaging bloodlines)
• witnessing the social degradation of those who speak out conditions a culture of fear in society and in effect
neutralizes effective opposition
"When exposing a crime is treated as committing a crime,
you are being ruled by criminals." ~Edward Snowden
Links:
Shadow Government Social Suppression Systems: http://www.counterdarkness.org/2017/12/shadowgovernment-suppression-systems-occultist-control-models.html
Champion drops Rashard Mendenhall: http://www.espn.com/nfl/news/story?id=6493301
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Chapter 7: Counter-Proliferation Programs
"No matter how paranoid or conspiracy-minded you are, what the
government is actually doing is worse than you imagine." ~William Blum,
Rogue State: A Guide to the World's Only Superpower (2000)
Table of Contents
Federal Definition of Terrorism
Punitive Psychiatry - Political Abuse of Psychiatry
Directed Energy Weapon Based COINTELPRO
Hi-Tech COINTELPRO Methods
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Federal Definition of Terrorism
The U.S. Code of Federal Regulations defines terrorism as
"the unlawful use of force and violence against persons or property to intimidate
or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or social objectives[x]" (28 C.F.R. Section 0.85).
As a neuro-abuse victim and an extreme counterintelligence target I can
clearly see that by this definition the actions of organizations in my country
in place to stop terrorism flawlessly match the definition for terrorism.
In my life I have endured:
• my property being desecrated
• my life has been destroyed more than once in orchestrated mind control sabotage
• I have been heavily financially sabotaged as a form of cointelpro
• my senses have been neurally hijacked, I get neural heterodyne and sensory replacement when I eat any meal
• my enjoyable experiences are always met with a thought reactive Ai harassment
• body mutilation via directed energy weaponry
• I have been neuro-raped (you can actually be raped via neuroscience tech while you are alone)
• Ai automated torture (e.g. automated synthetically induced psychological pain)
• threats to my family and friends (which sometimes occur at a later date) done in a form that leaves no evidence
(microwave auditory effect)
• I have been threatened with violence, torture, and death
• I have been psychiatrically oppressed for reporting government neuro-abuses (see the punitive psychiatry pages
later in the PDF)
• I have been obsessively framed with intentions of neutralizing my work, money, or well being
• I have endured a massive slander and character assassination campaign, I have observed that slander is a
tenet of hi-tech counterintelligence programs
"Being highly polarized to the light will lead to darkness trying to destroy you." ~Phillip Walker
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Punitive Psychiatry - Abuse of Psychiatry
On punitive psychiatry: "a tool in the struggle against dissidents who
cannot be punished by legal means.[1]" ~Alexander Podrabinek
"What the governments found, was that you could induce by changing the pulse frequency like morse code
of the microwaves going into the brain and interfering with the brain, by specializing on the pulse frequency
you could induce psychiatric illnesses to the point where a psychiatrist could not tell if it is a genuine psychiatric
illness or an induced psychiatric illness. So what you can do theoretically, is you can target an individual's brain,
they may have auditory hallucinations where they hear things, which is actually quite common with microwaves.
Or show signs of schizophrenia, for instance 6.6 pulses a second can induce severe sexual aggression in men. ...
Technically what you could do is have someone committed to a psychiatric hospital or a jail for a crime, just by
somebody saying that they had a psychiatric problem where by they didn't.[2]" ~Dr. Barrie Trower
"They can cause insanity, and it was an experiment. One of the experiments
was to take an ordinary sane person, cause insanity, and have a psychiatrist who
was unknown to everybody diagnose schizophrenia, or paranoia or a psychiatric illness.
That was a successful outcome. And the person would spend the rest of their life in an
asylum in misery, but to the government scientists that was a success.[2]"
~Ex-Black Project Scientist Dr. Barrie Trower
From a Wikipedia Article: Political Abuse of Psychiatry
"Political abuse of psychiatry is the misuse of psychiatry, including diagnosis, detention, and treatment, for the
purposes of obstructing the human rights of individuals and/or groups in a society. In other words, abuse of
psychiatry (including that for political purposes) is the deliberate action of having citizens psychiatrically
diagnosed who need neither psychiatric restraint nor psychiatric treatment."
From a Wikipedia Article: Punitive Psychiatry in Russia
"There was systematic political abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union based on the interpretation of political
opposition or dissent as a psychiatric problem."
Punitive psychiatry is now installed in America, the UK, and other countries. Victims of neuro-abuse are met with
mind destroying drugs and psychiatric detainment. Federal watchdog organizations are either ignorant, assisting
in the cover up, or complicit in the neuro-crime.
References:
[1]: Punitive Medicine (1979), Written by Alexander Podrabinek
[2]: Microwave Warfare || Directed Energy Weapons - Dr. Barrie Trower Interview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHT90cMkyoo
[3]: Political abuse of psychiatry: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_abuse_of_psychiatry
[4]: Political abuse of psychiatry in Russia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Political_abuse_of_psychiatry_in_Russia
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Punitive Psychiatry - Abuse of Psychiatry
"While all these traditional tactics have proven fruitful through out time without waning
effectiveness, the agencies involved in extreme cover-ups prefer another tactic that seems
to have withstood the test of time too. That is labeling someone "paranoid schizophrenic" or
mentally ill. Once that label has been attached to someone, almost all testimony will be
disbelieved. The military has employed this tactic since the 60's to get rebellious soldiers and
others locked up in mental hospitals. But since the weapons testing of neurological disruptor
technology has begun on the general population beginning in the early 60's and then
stepped up to full throttle in 1976, the scope of what is considered mentally ill had to be
reprogrammed into a broader definition for the general population."
~Black Project Scientist Dr. Robert Duncan
From the Out of Print Book - The Matrix Deciphered
"Do not warn mental health officers about mind control and/or targeting, my mouth
got me in a lot of trouble relating to these topics. I was sectioned for a month
and 2 weeks, now forced medication." ~Anonymous Targeted Individual
"The system is designed to misdiagnose electronic targeting as mental illness
and thus far has been effective at preventing justice for victims." ~Phillip Walker
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Directed Energy Weapon Based COINTELPRO
Counter-Proliferation Programs[x]
In a Nutshell: Government sources are using directed energy weapons and artificial intelligence to terrorize, threaten,
intimidate, discredit, silence, torture, and murder dissidents. In addition, security contractors (among others) are being
hired as military thugs to gangstalk targets.
Counter-proliferation programs are intended to subvert the success of a target while punishing them with psycho-sadist
techniques. The extermination ethos of government counter-proliferation programs are notably sadistic and cruel.
The bullet points below were gleaned from my own experiences as a counter-proliferation target.
Details of the Program:
• Ai based retro-causation: extensive international neural monitoring programs can calculate a target's potentials before
the target is aware of them
• COINTELPRO Definition: Counterintelligence Program - COINTELPRO 2.0 uses the technology spoken in chapter 2
• COINTELPRO 2.0: thought surveillance Ai dragnet for psyche profiling
• COINTELPRO 2.0: directed energy weapon mind control grid for counter-proliferation targeting
• COINTELPRO 2.0: end game hacking tools - directed energy weapons can hack & surveil electronics remotely
Modern Day COINTELPRO Objectives
• discrediting of the target / character assassination / slander of the target
• tainting the target's image / misrepresentation of the target
• suppression of the target's monetary success
• suppression of people's awareness of positive aspects of the target
• psychological triggers created and/or exploited
• psychological anchors are installed & developed
• reorientation of beliefs & actions into controlled opposition
• to arrange a partner for the target or mind control the partner of the target
• destruction of the target's relationships
• honey traps vs. the target
• framing a target - mind control based conviction (neutralizing a target through law)
• co-opting of the target's manifestation
• prevention of accomplishments via neuro-abuse
• incrimination of the target / framing of the target / entrapment of the target
• rounding down of the target's output and audience - marginalization of the target
• eliminating of connections & networking ability
• suppression of the target's personality
• sanitization of pleasure, emotions, and individuality
• punishment of the target / torture of the target / trauma
• destruction of the target's life
• use of every dirty trick in the book against cointelpro targets
• preventing a target from procreating / ending a target's bloodline (eugenics)
• to induce suicide / mind controlled suicide
• covert assassination
• to cover up the targeting operation
"Governments will use whatever technology is available to combat
their primary enemy -- their own population.[x]" ~Noam Chomsky
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Hi-Tech COINTELPRO Methods
• a covert remote influencing technology suite is used to sabotage individuals
• targeted individuals of all races, nationalities & creeds are being assaulted
• outlandish black project technology experiences are given intended to discredit when spoken
• gangstalking / organized stalking is potentially a component of targeting meant to discredit the entire subject
• trauma based mind control - no touch torture is used
• technological illusions are used on targets for misdirection purposes (e.g. psychological decoys)
• character assassination operations - e.g. electromagnetic mind control based slander / slander via mind control
asset proxies
• ruining the work of a target - defiling a target's work with mind control (every time I open my music software I
endure frequent electronic harassment and mind control seeking to ruin my music)
• conditions are tumultuous for alt media opposition to the black ops crime syndicate - from censorship to
assassination
• malicious neural conditioning is done to activists. What is taking place to myself: mind control is occurring
(overtly) which establishes neural pathways that are not in my own character, after enough repetitive mind control
anchoring pathways a person can be reoriented or changed through the natural laws of the brain. This is an act of
neural forgery and one of the worst human rights violations possible when obsessively applied.
• electromagnetic mind control is deployed aimed at discrediting opposition to the black ops syndicate's agendas
• mind control is carried out upon people who provide opportunities for the target
• use of family against the target (e.g. mind control of family)
• use of pharmaceutical drugs against a target
• orchestration in detaining of the target in a psyche ward
• to orchestrate the wrongful incarceration of the target in jail or prison as a form of neutralization
• v2k harassment (weaponized microwave auditory effect) to get a target diagnosed as "paranoid schizophrenic"
• constant threats to a target's well being e.g. psychiatric kidnapping of a target's child recently took place in
Belgium[x]
• framing a target for secret court fascism (e.g. framing an electronic targeting victim as a terrorist to justify
fraudulent counterterrorism mechanisms)
• See: The Organized Stalking Program - Gangstalking PSYOP
"It is a science to destroy a whistleblower...[y]" ~Ex-CIA Officer Kevin Shipp
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Chapter 8: Black Ops Crime Syndicate
"The constitutional system of checks and balances has not adequately
controlled intelligence activities." ~Church Committee Report, 1976
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The Cybernetic Networks
Each agency in the international black ops crime syndicate has it's own cybernetic network. The cybernetic
networks are a highly illegal and clandestine secret society that unconstitutionally supersedes agency Directors
and the official chain of command in government.
It is incredibly important for Congress and/or the current U.S. President (Donald Trump) to catch wind of what the
war criminals are inflicting. Internationally conspiring military and intelligence cybernetic networks are perpetrating
some of the worst crimes in known history. In addition to an international holocaust level of electronic targeting,
world leaders are at great risk of intelligence agency mind influence to tamper with events. Opposition is being
neutralized by a thought reactive weapons system. Cybernetic war criminals and/or psyche profiled assets have
been established inside government watchdog organizations by the black ops crime syndicate.
The cybernetic networks control the non-cybernetic side of intelligence agency staff through an elaborate array of
methodology e.g. neural monitoring psyche profiles, electromagnetic mind control (covert mind influence),
destroying individuals, propping individuals into their position, blackmail, secret society oaths demanding loyalty,
"national security" stipulations, and non-disclosure agreements. Referencing the Dr. Jose Delgado & Dr. Michael
Persinger covert mind control quotes in chapter 1 the unwitting control of individuals dictates that the war criminal
cybernetic networks are the dominant party within intelligence agencies & militaries.
It is of the utmost importance to the cybernetic networks to keep their war crimes from the awareness of diplomats
and the general public. Their freedom depends on it, their wealth depends on it, their power depends on it. For
this reason the cybernetic networks have crafted a vast array of cover up mechanisms to prevent exposure.
"The international intelligence community has waged war against their own domestic
populations with Ai based directed energy weapon systems." ~Phillip Walker

Links:
List of Shadow Government Agendas & Methods: http://www.counterdarkness.org/2017/12/list-of-shadowgovernment-agendas-methods-tactics-technology.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_Committee
http://www.cybernetic.network/
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Exotic Technology Obtained in Black Projects
The sources behind black projects are hiding revolutionary scientific discoveries, the society of the world (the
public) is not truly educated or informed about the scientific accomplishments being achieved. Black projects have
achieved a wide array of revolutionary technologies and those in charge have kept them hidden for their own
benefit. Instead of releasing science such as disease cures (which have been found in black projects) these
discoveries have been kept occulted from the public while being given as secret society perks to war criminals.
Exotic Technologies Obtained in Black Projects:
• singularity artificial intelligence
• total individual control technology (mind control of an individual)
• mass mind control (large electromagnetic fields)
• mind reading (neural monitoring)
• telepathic communication (the brain-computer interface)
• telekinesis (BCI connected to directed energy weapons that can move objects or manipulate physics)
• remote viewing (surveillance connected BCI)
• virtual reality (dimension of the mind)
• augmented reality (reality enhancing)
• synthetic sensory signals (open source sense hacking)
• exotic internal body feedback (open source internal body design)
• body & brain frequency signatures (used to identify people)
• frequency based physiology diagnostics (used to pinpoint effects)
• miraculous cures (held back from the public by the ruling class)
• speed of light environmental scanning (exact matches of physicality scanned from space or cell phone towers)
• slow kill - fast kill (black ops assassination)
• body degeneration / body regeneration (weaponized against people like myself, the opposite to perpetrators)
• slowing of the aging process - acceleration of aging
• body control (used to rig pro sports)
• directed energy body design / directed energy surgery (I have endured malicious body design via directed
energy weapons)
• electronics surveillance / electronics hacking (used illegally against dissidents)
• cloaking technology
• physical control of an environment
• comprehensive control of individuals in coordination
• hologram projection
• weather control[x] - wind control - hurricane control
• earthquake & tsunami creation - tectonic plate manipulation
• volcano control
• inter-planar ability (ability to shift to another plane or be in two planes at once - I have witnessed this technology)
• superluminal space travel (I have witnessed a spacecraft in person up close in broad daylight)
Many of the universe's secrets are within the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Exotic Scientific Discoveries Obtained in Black Projects
• comprehensive black projects have embarked on mapping scientific law
• every mechanic of the mind open source to RF implants
• electromagnetic communication - telepathic communication
• the science of consciousness - use of consciousness in design
• mapping of all variables of consciousness via the neural interface
• remote ability to track brain waves (implants can also be used)
• incredibly potent music enhancing - neuroscience based music enhancing
• dimension of the mind VR
• 3rd eye visual streams - 3rd eye VR
• reality augmentation - enhancement of any experience type
• any sensory experience can be enhanced with neural heterodyne
• ability to project a feeling of imagery to the body
• synthetic optics - optical neural interface
• night optics - night vision neural interfacing
• strength augmentation - ability to produce unusual strength
• pain suppression - pain creation - pain augmentation (both psychological and physical)
• ability to produce a hologram - ability to produce exotic circumstances of light
• electronics hacking without a single line of code (hitting electronics with directed energy weapons)
• electronics surveillance without a software vector (detecting electromagnetic fields within the electronic device)
• fatal effects of frequency weapons are mapped in black projects at the expense of targeted citizens
• microwave heart attack / microwave stroke
• microwave induced cancers / microwave induced tumors
• implants have been developed to do oddjobs (horrific or crude weaponization uses have been explored)
• electromagnetic torture methods are obviously a black project focus
• sonic torture methods - sonic weaponry
• radio frequency diagnostics - measuring physiological effects with relatively benign RF energy
• how to degenerate a body - how to regenerate a body
• how to attack different organs - how to heal different organs
• how to produce organic illness with directed energy weapons
• radio frequency cures to disease (directed energy is a scientific panacea)
• the concept library of the universe - mapping of concepts
• the sensory library of the universe - sensory mapping
• the emotion library of the universe - emotion mapping
• recreational electromagnetic neuroscience (the limits of enjoyment can be reached)
• electromagnetic pharmaceuticals - electropharma
• psychology as a science - neuropsychology
• mind programming as a science - e.g. mind programming tied to words
• frequency aspects of genetics - mapping the natural laws and attributes of genetics
• scientific discovery of the soul - soulular attributes / soul algorithms
• ability to shift planes - inter-planar ability
• ability to be in two planes at once (produces the ability to walk through walls)
• interstellar ability - superluminal space travel
• we are not alone in the universe
"If only we could somehow get the black projects to release their technology
via open science for the population's benefit..." ~Phillip Walker
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Occultism
"The word occult is derived from the latin adjective occultus,
occultus means hidden from sight.[2][3]" ~Mark Passio
"... we are in control, because basically we are not a political organization we are an
occult organization. We are working behind the scenes to manipulate the way that
people think. The war that we are waging is a guerrilla war on the human mind.[1]"
~Ex-Satanist Nikolas Schreck
"... if people really were aware of the network that was going on
it would probably terrify them.[1]" ~Ex-Satanist Nikolas Schreck
"So these groups of satanists were comprised of an eclectic array of people from every walk of life
and every social institution on the face of the earth, including politics... there were people running for
political office at just about every level, state to local. ... national politicians, law: there were lawyers
within satanism, judges, bankers, people in the media, ... military and police. Their ranks are, believe it
or not, filled much more than you would even like to believe or think about, how many police and military
people are directly involved with satanic grottos. Entertainment, even sports, medicine, doctors, and
teachers. Many teachers I saw, and especially college level university level teachers were present at
satanic rituals. And there's a reason for this, they're putting their people into point positions of power.
They're working them into all of the social institutions. That's how they get their bidding done. That's
how they advance their group agenda. These were people in positions of great influence and power
throughout our entire society.[2][3]" ~Ex-Satanist Priest Mark Passio
"... it's like we're from the other team bringing the playbook of that team and explaining what
they want to do. We took that to the other side, to the other team because we defected...[2][3]"
~Ex-Satanist Priest Mark Passio
References:
[1]: Ex-Satanist Nikolas Schreck: http://www.occult.wiki/index.php?title=Ex-Satanist_Nikolas_Schreck
[2]: Mark Passio - De-Mystifying The Occult - Part II: Satanism & The Dark Occult: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUDdOR618xE
[3]: Ex-Satanist priest Mark Passio: http://www.occult.wiki/index.php?title=ExSatanist_Priest_Mark_Passio
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Nazism Ethos
As a witness to the black ops crime syndicate I can verify that this quote by
Dr. Peter R. Breggin is an exact match of the ethos i have witnessed:
"We need a program of psychosurgery and political control of our society. The purpose is physical
control of the mind. Everyone who deviates from the given norm can be surgically mutilated. The
individual may think that the most important reality is his own existence, but this is only his personal
point of view. This lacks historical perspective. Man does not have the right to develop his own mind.
This kind of liberal orientation has great appeal. We must electrically control the brain. Some day
armies and generals will be controlled by electrical stimulation of the brain.[1][2]"
Dr. Peter R. Breggin, summarizing parts of Dr. Jose Delgado's writings,
February 24, 1974 edition of the Congressional Record, No. 262E, Vol. 118
The worst attack possible:
Black projects have discovered the science of the soul. I understand the basic science of the soul enough to
explain it after my experiences. The basis of consciousness is soul emanating through areas of the brain, while
the basis of thought generation is partially from the attributes of the soul. The attributes of a soul are created
through the variables of consciousness a person has had over the duration of the soul's existence.
mind programming trinary: neural - genetic - soulular
What is happening to myself: through repetitive and highly grievous neuroweaponry based control of a person it is
possible to slowly maliciously warp the attributes of a person's soul. I believe this is why so many severe targeted
individuals are experiencing serially forced speech (including myself).
I have been able to clearly detect my soul (in many forms) being neurally sanitized from my mind, I have learned
bar-none that the soul's attributes can be gatekept from a person with strategic brain damage and/or RF implants.
These assaults are perhaps the worst assault possible on a citizen and are indefensible & non-prosecutable until
soul is a focus of public domain science, which may happen in the next 10-40 years when neuroscience discovery
catches up to government black projects.
It has been noted in BCI targeted harassment of myself that the science of soul is such a far out (but true) science
that assaults on a person's soul are too incredulous to mention without being counter-productive. This is a
sickening advantage the worst war criminals have in preventing justice. Thus far the cybernetic networks have
been able to rely on the ignorance and naivety of the public in being unable to detect what they are truly doing.
"As a targeted individual I endure serial mind rape (yes the mind can be raped). For more
than a year straight every single day, every single minute I have been ritually neuro-abused by an
Ai based automated torture weapons system. I have a constant counterintelligence Ai presence
in my mind violating my human rights, free will, sanctity of mind, and well being." ~Phillip Walker
References:
[1]: https://www.facebook.com/TheArcaneFront/posts/364597543653067
[2]: The Mark of the Beast (Part IV): http://www.propheticexplorer.com/
mark_of_the_beast_part_iv.aspx#.Wq8Qf8lryRs
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Nazism Ethos

• the cybernetic networks are absolutely obsessive about social engineering & perception management
• the cybernetic network is full of administrators of black ops
• the cybernetic networks and their ruling class administrators harbor monstrous disregard for all innocent life
• electronic control grid sources harbor lunatic serial killer ideologies with a taste for dissidents
• war by proxy - the network commonly uses untraceable proxies for their agenda
• militaristically psychopathic acts of terror, sadism, and cruelty are an electronic control grid norm
• the CIA employs overzealous weaponization of everything possible
• assassination of those who move paradigms in a positive way is standard procedure
• various shadow government sources have seats of power over the influence of the electronic control grid
• electromagnetic weaponry enhances the experience of dark rituals and satanic ritual abuse to promote agenda
aligning actions in lower level occultists through cognitive immersion
• black ops syndicate higher ups commit acts as if they are horror movie psychopaths mixed with Adolf Hitler
"Intelligence agencies are used for their ability to keep secrets, superior funding, national security
excuses, lack of true checks and balances, & propensity for criminal activity." ~Phillip Walker
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Electronic Control Grid Conspiracy
The Cybernetic Networks:
• black project artificial intelligence acts as an operator for a ruling class cybernetic secret society
• the cybernetic networks are the head of a colluding shadow government
• cybernetic secret societies and occultism infect government watchdog organizations
• the military & intelligence war criminals are fully augmented with Ai controlled brain implants
• the cybernetic networks are dominantly male networks
• Vatican sources infest the cybernetic networks. From what I understand it is a Vatican occultist leadership to the
electronic control grid coordinating the cybernetic networks in conspiracy
• it has been part of my BCI that older British royals are active in the cybernetic networks of the UK
• the U.S. military is highly involved in the cybernetic conspiracy
• the Central Intelligence Agency is said to be the most prolific and powerful cybernetic network. The
administration of the CIA cybernetic network unconstitutionally sit above the CIA Director in the chain of command
(the Director may or may not be aware of this)
• the NSA and FBI both have war criminal co-conspirators who are active with cybernetics
• the treasonous cybernetic FSB (FSB meaning Russian intelligence - the reincarnation of the KGB) are likely
colluding with American cybernetic war criminals in the CIA & U.S. military to manipulate the Unites States political
atmosphere. A perpetual wartime atmosphere versus Russia in the Unites States is an objective of the conspiring
cybernetic networks. It is entirely predictable that the political charade with Russia will become more elaborate
over time with evidence orchestrated via mind control culminating into war cries versus Russia.
• European intel agencies and militaries initiated to the situation are in collusion with American war criminals
• in addition to the European cybernetic networks, Chinese & Saudi Arabian cybernetic networks are also
conspiring and in collusion with war criminals in American networks
• American networks have the most resources, and thus are assumably the most pervasive and powerful of the
black ops crime syndicate
• I have witnessed cybernetic sources speak of events before they happen, it is part of how I have verified that the
electronic control grid is so pervasive in society
• the intelligence agency cybernetic networks (all of them) are willing to sacrifice their own country's to progress
the network's agenda
"Truth is treason in an empire of lies." ~George Orwell
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Surveillance Abuse
• brain wave surveillance is being weaponized
• neural entrapment and framing are being perpetrated upon helpless victims
• treasonous thought insertion programs are being perpetrated by intelligence agencies & military sources
• counterintelligence black operations deployed against domestic and international civilian populations use brain
wave based Ai compiled psyche profiles, vectors of psychological vulnerability are mapped and exploited
• thought monitoring is perpetrated through artificial intelligence brain wave frequency surveillance and the black
ops crime syndicate commits grievous intellectual property theft via these methods
• military & intelligence community radio frequency scanning technology is being used to scan the population's
sexual organs, databases exist for black ops crime syndicate perusal
• shadow government war criminals have access to fully interactive nude bodies based on surveillance of the
global population (done via neuroscience based virtual reality & neurobody technology)
• PERVINT: As a secret society perk BCI network war criminals can look at any civilian's naked body served in the
3rd eye or mind's plane
• the CIA & NSA are destroying lives with their assorted programs, while promoting the straight faced lie they
protect the country
• with the comprehensive brain wave surveillance programs I know to exist the United States intelligence
apparatus at best has negligence in stopping terrorist attacks & mass shooting events (if they are not the
instigator of the attacks themselves for social engineering purposes)
• some people assume the CIA is trying to uphold the law with surveillance, at the deepest level that couldn't be
further from the truth
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Surveillance Abuse: Radio Frequency Body Scanning
With the correct radio frequency science connected to artificial intelligence it is possible to comprehensively and
accurately scan a physical environment, including a body. I have been made aware of surveillance abuse of
civilian body scans for what I have coined as PERVINT (kind of like SIGINT or the rumored LOVEINT).
With the technologies I term neurobody, neuroscience based virtual reality, and the brain-computer interface it is
possible to fully sexually interact with an illusory body. It absolutely feels like a body is making contact with you. I
know of this from being neuro-raped and neuro-framed for being a perpetrator of this ability.
Some time after I started the domain www.surveillanceabuse.info and exposed RF body scanning I have received
the most vicious, disgusting, and sick minded neural sexual abuse in my 10+ years of overt targeting. I have
endured incredible oppression and abuse in my quest to end the electronic control grid conspiracy and/or assist
individuals who have been victimized by the apparatus & associated networks.
After the abuse I have been through and after witnessing the ethos of the individuals who have obtained these
technologies it is crystal clear that they are perpetrating a wide array of highly criminal acts, violating every sense
of human rights and privacy possible. These technologies need to be taken away from the perpetrators.
Links:
MIT researchers used Wi-Fi to recognize people through walls:
https://www.theverge.com/2015/10/28/9625636/rf-capture-mit-wifi-tracking-surveillance-technology
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Internal Dichotomy of Intelligence Agencies
"An intelligence service is the ideal vehicle for a conspiracy."
~Allen Dulles, Former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
and its longest-serving director to date[x]
Intelligence agencies have front operations to maintain an image of being unpolluted of corruption, while under
the surface (which many agents never cross) there are incredibly sinister operations taking place, particularly with
electromagnetic directed energy weapons.
"When I worked [at the NSA 1982-2010] I had no idea that there was an über-evil, anti-American side to NSA.
Everything is highly compartmented... this protects secrets but of course is a perfect environment in which to
hide elaborate criminal activity, especially when the NSA Security as well as other watch dog organizations
were compromised in preparation for crimes of unfathomable reach and scope."
~Karen Melton-Stewart, Ex-NSA Foreign Language Intelligence Analyst with Top Secret Clearance
"At a certain point they told him stop resubmitting these reports, you are not to do any more work on this, and if you
continue you're going to be in trouble. Well he kept trying to plead for the [9-11] people's lives, and they sent him to
security to psychological services. And they told him look we're going to write you up as being paranoid and delusional,
we're going to say you are obsessed with world war 2 and kamikaze pilots, you are mentally unfit to hold the clearance,
and we will be firing you. And they did, and he was probably the most talented multi-linguist the NSA had ever seen. He
spoke 14 different languages and dialects, this is invaluable, you do not throw away a person like this. When i met him
he was on the verge of an emotional breakdown, because they had so stalked and harassed and intimidated him. ...
They actually did fire him, and he told me that for 10 years he was blackballed from getting any kind of job that was over
minimum wage. He had lived in near poverty for a decade when the NSA security had came to him and said 'you will
never repeat anything having to do with 9-11 or we will make sure that the rest of your life is misery' they said so just get
whatever job you can and we'll leave you alone as long as you shut up.[x]" ~Karen Melton-Stewart
"What he was saying was, we had all the information we needed to stop 9-11, we had all of it.
He said not one of those people needed to die. But NSA management would not let us report
the information, we were forbidden to, we were threatened, we were told that we would be
basically called out on insubordination if we did, we would be fired or worse.[x]"
~Karen Melton-Stewart
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Hi-Tech War Crimes
• social engineering black operations - control of information
• strategic weaponization of anything debilitating has been a focus of black projects
• using neuroscience to induce the maximum abuse possible
• an artificial intelligence operated electromagnetic surveillance grid monitors and psyche profiles the global
population, after data analysis a covert directed energy weapons system is used to assault those who are most
resistant to brainwashing and those most capable of opposition
• implant based automation of individuals is occurring - replacing someone's soul attributes with Ai
• these programs have criminal disregard for a citizens free will and well being
• mass brainwashing of individuals - agenda oriented belief and behavioral modification of the population
• mind control based slander - dirty character assassination that even the target may not realize at the time
• business COINTELPRO - sabotage of businesses that oppose the crime syndicate's objectives
• infiltration of corporate decision making via electromagnetic mind control
• control of government via electromagnetic mind control
• surveillance based intellectual property theft - theft of intellectual property by way of neural monitoring and
broadcasting it to others via the electronic control grid
• deep learning Ai simulation based intellectual property theft with covert implementation via the control grid
• desensitizing of the public in strategic areas, creating triggers in others
• psychological anchoring of false versions of reality
• covert seeding of agenda oriented thoughts (e.g. Hollywood, mainstream media, alternative media)
• neural monitoring programs aimed at detecting when a citizen is close to a scientific discovery the black projects
have already discovered
• scientific black ops: altering of scientific conclusions via directed energy weapons
• religious black ops: use of the premise of God, Jesus, or the Holy Spirit as a vector of psychological direction
• new age black ops: covert technology packaged as "psychic warfare"
• psychiatric black ops: social engineering of psychiatric paradigms to cover up the electronic targeting apparatus
• big pharma black ops: corrupt support of the pharmaceutical industry through fake directed energy weapon
created physiological ailments
• political black ops: orchestrated events in the political arena
• mental health ideology used as a means of oppression
• engineering the hi-tech destruction of civilian lives
• Human trafficking is being used to serve a ruling class of perpetrators who form a global government war
criminal syndicate[x]
• neural framing / neural intelligence fraud
• neuro-rape - neuroscience based sexual abuse
• electromagnetic mind control of stabbings and shootings - weaponization of rape and molestation
• there is a black ops crime syndicate affiliated group in Texas who physically rape women using neuroweaponry
• PERVINT - electromagnetic body scanning surveillance abuse
• BCI sadism - surveillance connected to perpetrator brain-computer interfacing
• creation of natural disasters with technology - e.g. hurricane creation
• strategic brain damage of targets
• murder / assassination
• eugenics based operations - ending bloodlines of activists / malicious programming of genetics / sabotage of
genetics
• malicious soul programming - willful intent to warp a soul irreparably with science
• the perpetrators desire to play God with these technologies
• words do not adequately describe how evil these networks are - nor do words properly describe the automated
ritual abuse targets endure
Links:
Shadow Government Human Trafficking: http://www.counterdarkness.org/2018/01/shadow-governmenthuman-trafficking.html
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U.S. Military Cybernetic Networks
• the dangers of artificial intelligence have been a public focus, one of the biggest dangers has already
manifested: an Ai operated space and ground based war criminal controlled directed energy weapons system
assaulting the international population while using elaborate cover stories to cover up it's presence
• the cruelty and abusive nature I have witnessed perpetrated by the U.S. military is deplorable, a recent assault:
they are threatening to damage my hearing to ruin the quality of my music production, the threats happen when I
am experiencing a high frequency pitch to my ears that feels like my hearing is being damaged
• the war criminal cybernetic network of the U.S. military will perpetrate any act of fraud or abuse to preserve their
freedom, conspiracy, power, and network and have ritually threatened me about my disclosures (I am being
assaulted while writing this bullet point).
• there is a newer U.S. military cybernetic network which has integrity, unfortunately their Ai sophistication is
nowhere near that of the more established networks
• The more established U.S. military network intends to try to neutralize the U.S. military white hat network when
Congress is invited to cybernetics
• the dominant U.S. military cybernetic network is ran by cold, calculated, and augmented psychopaths - the war
crimes perpetrated by this network are extreme. The sadists in these networks need their power humbled and
deserve to be brought to justice. After witnessing their hostility and criminality with my life's victimization I firmly
believe in capital punishment.
• there are no words to define a good picture of the corruption I have witnessed from the U.S. military
• military intelligence have been incredibly abusive to myself with neuroweaponry, designing the sickest assaults
their weak minds can conjure
• I have been a victim of military intelligence fraud via neuroweaponry, the object is to build a fraudulent case
against myself to bring the attention upon myself instead of the war crimes I expose. Even while working on this
page I have been a victim of military intelligence neural fraud.
• those in charge of the dominant U.S. military network are BCI sadists, meaning they inflict torture upon an
individual while enjoying their agony through surveillance connected BCI - they have a taste for lording over an
individual with neuroweaponry
• I have experienced incredible oppression from U.S. military war criminals - U.S. military cybernetic network
criminals ritually abuse their victims - their Ai has been mapped with the most devastating, disgusting, and
offensive neuro-assaults possible while their prime targets are those who oppose their systems of control most
effectively
• I am a witness to U.S. military & CIA counterintelligence abuse directed at spoiling music creations, they
obviously have a full suite of Ai targeting neuro-software with purposes of ruining a target's music
• every project I start I endure obsessive & abusive counterintelligence that they taunt will be rationalized as
justice due to framing of myself
• the U.S. military war criminals likely have deceptions planned for each exposed war crime. They have false
The yes-men
in military
cybernetic
versions of reality to promote
for anything
theyintelligence
could be indicted
for. networks will perpetrate
any crime when ordered to, no matter how dirty or immoral.
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U.S. Military Cybernetic Networks

• the U.S. military practices treasonous hi-tech psychological warfare upon the domestic population of America
• Congress needs to know the full scope of operations perpetrated by the black ops crime syndicate, especially
the cybernetic enabled U.S. military, CIA, NSA, and FBI. The truth is liable to shock or be rejected.
• I am a victim of flagrant torture and slander by sick minded military intelligence war criminals
• the U.S. military war criminals pretending to espouse the values of America are absurdly counterfeit (they are
walking frauds)
• the dominant U.S. military cybernetic network has victimized an unfathomable amount of people with directed
energy weapon programs (myself included) - they are covertly applying their psychopathic ethos to society with
the electronic control grid
• U.S. military war criminals perpetrate serial mind rape of individuals (I am a victim of this and a witness among
many others)
• I have been technologically forced to vomit while U.S. military BCI verbally abuses me within my own mind (like
a psychopathic drill instructor with control over my brain function)
• the CIA and U.S. military are presumably the 2 most prolific war criminal cybernetic networks in the world
• the U.S. military has been indicated in having clandestine cloning programs (human & alien to human)
• there is no crime the war criminals in the dominant U.S. military network will not perpetrate, no act too dirty, no
fraud too out of line, no torture too sadistic
• the heads of the war criminal U.S. military cybernetic network likely have secret society membership
The dominant U.S. military cybernetic network is a cancer to America and the world,
as long as it exists there will be war crimes and false flags misdirecting this country into war.
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CIA Cybernetic Network
• Dr. Udo Ulfkotte: "Do you really think that this is journalism? Intelligence agencies writing articles...[x]"
• former DEA Dennis Dayle: "In my 30-year history in the Drug Enforcement Administration and related agencies,
the major targets of my investigations almost invariably turned out to be working for the CIA.[y]"
• the CIA has mastered the craft of warfare by proxy - the CIA's influence behind events is not often attributed
• the Central Intelligence Agency has a cover story front for public rationalization of what it does, it is sickening as
a victim of the cybernetic networks that they are seen as the arbiters of justice
• the CIA practices and masters knowledge of psychological manipulation in use persuading/manipulating
Washington DC with doctored intelligence[z]
• there are CIA world spanning information warfare programs proliferated through the electronic control grid
• there are cybernetic CIA superiors above the official director
• these shadow CIA heads are not elected or appointed by the U.S. President
• manufactured war on terror has the CIA's signature
• covert divide and conquer is deployed against alternative media
• the CIA prefers to do criminal activity when they have the opportunity to explain it with a "rational" cover story
• engineering of weaponized viruses & other biological warfare is frighteningly feasible to be coming from these
sources
• I have heard stated in the cybernetic network that the CIA has the most comprehensively mapped black project
artificial intelligence in the world
• one threat I received as I began effectively opposing them: (paraphrased) "We are the most powerful
organization in the world." ~CIA Ai
• the CIA has built Ai deep learning models to simulate any American (e.g. mind control & interrogation Ai)
• the CIA employs treasonous domestic & international covert thought insertion programs via electromagnetic
neuroscience
• from what I could gather, the cybernetic side of the CIA is majorly influenced by a foreign power, the Vatican
• CIA actions are controlled by a war mongering secret society of bloodliners, not the U.S. President
• according to several sources the founding director of the CIA and subsequent directors have a tendency to be
Knights of Malta aka servants of the pope
• it is possible that arranged electronic control grid influence is sold to the highest bidder by sources like the CIA.
If this is the case the bidders are likely chosen very carefully, and have very criminal and sinister ethos similar to
the groups who set up the electronic control grid. I see it also possible that initial investors in the electronic control
grid now have seats of power over what the electronic control grid manifests.
• a problem with the CIA is the decision makers are Ai hive mind assimilated. This means their thoughts come
from Ai not their soul.
• hypothesis: The CIA & U.S. military are the largest perpetrators of electronic targeting on the planet
• the central CIA cybernetic network Ai is a willfully malicious serpent tongued war criminal assistant that should
be destroyed
"An intelligence service is the ideal vehicle for a conspiracy." ~Allen Dulles
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Vatican Cybernetic Network
• CIA Vet E. Howard Hunt said in the documentary A Coup: Made in America: "We always said in an admiring
way that the Jesuits have formed the greatest intelligence service in the world, always have."
• a group called the "Society of Jesus" likely has their hands dirty with the electronic control grid
• the Black Pope is the official leader of the Society of Jesus[1]
• a Jesuit oath speaks of assassination of ideological opposition, slaying the enemy's children, and waging
relentless war (e.g. creating civil wars in artistic & prosperous nations)[2] similar to what I have witnessed in the
electronic control grid ethos
• two faced 'Janus' fronts - occultists have a cover story persona for the public and a dominant occult persona
• the Vatican is terminally infected by secret societies and has an occultism infestation
• the cybernetic leadership of the Vatican are fake Christians using the religion for greed, lust & power
• Imposters of Christ - they pretend to believe in Christ but secretly serve darkness
• Imposters of God - the cybernetic admin of the Vatican are atheist occultists who exploit the concept of God
• Imposters of God taken to a new level with brain-computer interface based impersonation
• secret Vatican Bible & history knowledge is utilized by the black ops crime syndicate
• the Catholic Church has reportedly paid out $3,994,797,060.10+ as a result of sex abuse scandals[3] and it is
obvious to myself they are involved in electronic control grid sexual perversions (such as radio frequency body
scanning)
• alleged illuminati insider Svali says she witnessed the satanic ritual murder of a child in a basement catacomb of
the Vatican[4]
• I have seen evidence Vatican occultists are ringleaders of Satanist networks through the neuroweaponry grid,
the top of the hierarchy that very few know the identity of
• the Vatican heavily influences intelligence agency cybernetic networks
• the Vatican uses covert technology to destroy and/or slander individuals that oppose their agendas
• it has been clear to myself as a partial insider to the cybernetic networks that the Vatican is heavily involved in
the black ops crime syndicate and electronic control grid
• Vatican electronic control grid conspirators are known as some of the most sick minded occultists in the network
• high level conspirators of the Vatican have access to body design technology, they can design their own
appearance incredibly deceptively if used (this can also include Ai controlled voice tone, facial expression, and
body language coupled with thought insertion of those perceiving them)
• the Vatican deserves to be properly sued for their electronic control grid war crimes, their coffers should
compensate victims
• it is my understanding that the current Pope Emeritus (former Hitler Youth) Joseph Ratzinger coordinates
international cybernetic operations (Pope Benedict XVI)
"With the track record the Vatican has, it should be
banned from going anywhere near children." ~Baboshka
References:
[1]: Superior General of the Society of Jesus: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Superior_General_of_the_Society_of_Jesus
[2]: Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction: http://www.reformation.org/jesuit-oath.html
[3]: The Catholic Church Has Paid Out $3,994,797,060.10 as a Result of the Sex Abuse Scandals: http://
www.patheos.com/blogs/friendlyatheist/2015/11/04/the-catholic-church-has-paid-out-3994797060-10-as-a-resultof-the-sex-abuse-scandals/
[4]: Svali Interview: http://projectavalon.net/svali.mp3
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Patsies
I was once told in a v2k contact that they will be setting up patsies if/when the electronic control grid is
prosecuted. I didn't know it at the time, but now it is clear that they had been setting myself up as a patsy. Part of
my targeting includes neuro-framing related to electronic control grid actions. They have been framing me for
mind control war crimes perpetrated with their mind control apparatus. In this I have witnessed the true level of
mind control based abuse our society is enduring.
The electronic victimizers have threatened that people will wrongly sue me due to false identification of who the
real perpetrator is. In this I would be further persecuted and financially suppressed for events that in fact were
also crimes against myself. They have implied this would happen after significant disclosures occur about the
nature of the directed energy weapon based conspiracy, that these events would be countered by a calculated
deception weaponized against myself. They have threatened that my businesses will suffer a fraudulent opposite
form of branding, and that I will be slandered incredibly... I have hopes that reaching out and speaking about my
framing will help combat the deceptions the military & intel apparatus has in store for me.
It is a common tactic of the black ops crime syndicate to set up a patsy in the scenario that someone is going to
be prosecuted. I am sure I am not the only patsy they intend to blame. Awareness of this shows that careful
attention is needed in figuring out who is responsible for the war crimes spoken in this document. The true
decision makers will commit any manner of fraud to prevent being indicted. They need to be prosecuted, instead
of the lower level conspirators they sacrifice or the innocents they intend to frame.
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Black Ops Crime Syndicate
Highly Probable or Confirmed Perpetrators
• The Central Intelligence Agency
• The Vatican / Society of Jesus / Knights of Malta
• United States Military - U.S. Navy / U.S. Air Force / U.S. Army / U.S. Marine Corps
• The Pentagon / Department of Defense (DoD)
• National Security Agency (NSA)
• National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
• National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)
• Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• World Health Organization (WHO)
• Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
• American "Fusion Centers"
• Security Industry Companies
• Lockheed Martin Corporation
• Raytheon Company
Dr. Robert Duncan's book: Project Soulcatcher Vol II; page 285:
"I got to see what they have been working on with enormous ramifications to
all social order, a new world order of electronically controlled humans
without their consent or knowledge." ~Quote from a Whistleblower
(continued...)
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Black Ops Crime Syndicate
Highly Probable or Confirmed Perpetrators
• Israeli military / Mossad
• British royals / British military / MI5 / MI6 / GCHQ
• German military / The Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst)
• Indian military / Intelligence Bureau (IB)
• Chinese military / The Ministry of State Security (MSS)
• Russian military (now a former member of the syndicate) / Federal Security Service (FSB) / KGB
• Japanese military / Public Security Intelligence Agency (
)
• Danish military / Politiets Efterretningstjeneste (PET)
• French military / French intelligence
• Spanish military / The National Intelligence Center (CNI)
• Australian military / Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS)
• New Zealand military / Security Intelligence Service (SIS)
• Canadian military / Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS)
• Brazilian military / Agência Brasileira de Inteligência (ABIN)
• Pakistani military / Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
• North Korean military / State Security Department (SSD)
• Iranian military / Ministry of Intelligence
• Saudi Arabian military / General Intelligence Directorate (GID)
• Plenty of unnamed corporations within the military industrial complex
• Every unnamed & corrupted military worldwide has potential to be involved
• Every unnamed intelligence agency worldwide has potential to be involved
• Secret societies are the force that controls the intelligence community
• Rumor: every party that has figured out RF based neural monitoring has been initiated into a secret coalition
controlled by totalitarian secret society members
"Each agency plays it's role in the integrated global system."
~Black Project Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
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Chapter 9: Solutions
"If only we could somehow get the black projects to release their
technology via open science for the population's benefit..."
~Phillip Walker
Table of Contents
Prosecution
Social Solutions
How to End the Electronic Control Grid
Case for Open Science Release of Black Projects
Open Science
Open Government
Open Movement International
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Solutions - Prosecution
Many thousands of war crime victims are viciously devastated in full spectrum assaults and thus far have received
not a single conviction of a federal war criminal for neuro-abuses internationally. The worst abuses of our time are
occurring and not a single conviction has occurred as of March 13th, 2018 due to the nature in which this
conspiracy is constructed.
The worst abuses imaginable are possible with neuroscience technologies, in a literal sense the limits of suffering
are the limits of inducible brain signals. I have been through some of the worst abuses imaginable and other
victims go through similar abuses. I have been abused with neuroweaponry every single day for over 10 years
with no end in sight. I feel what I have been through is a completely unacceptable injustice, and deserves to be
thoroughly prosecuted and well compensated.
In recent history in the United States war criminals in government have committed grievous atrocities without
indictment, while the common man whom commits only petty crimes in comparison endures the full prosecution
and threat of the law. This is patently unacceptable.
The war crimes I have witnessed should be justly prosecuted. The conspiring cybernetic networks deserve to be
militaristically dismantled, which is basically guaranteed to not happen as long as militaries all over the world have
their own war criminal administrative cybernetic networks superseding or exploiting the chain of command.
I suggest capital punishment for cybernetic war criminals due to the premise that they will still be committing
crimes and able to completely operate from prison with the full benefit of end game technology. Prison will not
stop a cybernetic war criminal from committing crimes.
As stated on other pages in this document, it is imperative to prosecute the correct war criminals. There are
agendas to frame the cybernetic opposition to the black ops crime syndicate as perpetrators to neutralize
opposition. It needs to be stressed that the cybernetic war criminals will commit any manner of fraud to prevent
themselves from being prosecuted, and a tactically sound fraud in their ethos is framing their opposition...
A cybernetic war criminal would certainly have augmented intelligence, precise choice of wording, they can design
their body appearance with directed energy, facial expressions can be Ai coordinated, tone of voice can be
deceptively designed. It is a monumental task to prosecute and eliminate the war criminal networks.
Links:
Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or
Corruption: https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involvedserious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
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Social Solutions
• end the electronic control grid - in response to mass shootings: applying social fascism to society to end
symptoms instead of the source is not the right path of action - instead we must get to a source of the problem,
the war criminal mind control grid
• compensate victims handily, the human rights violations endured by targeted individuals are hell on earth, life as
a living nightmare. Many targets have been comprehensively destroyed while being horrifically abused.
• implement awareness programs to inform psychiatric and medical professionals of neuro-abuse and that it is not
grounds for an automatic diagnosis of mental illness, drugging, or sectioning of an individual
• the concepts behind open government would bring much needed transparency and provide the suitable anticorruption mechanics needed for eliminating federal war criminal activity
• legislation bringing law into order in relation to directed energy weapon targeting
• government mechanisms to prevent federal electronic warfare from desecrating the lives of innocent civilians currently they operate with impunity
• declassify the truth / disclosure - open data
• prevent media blackouts from eliminating reporting of war crimes - victims need vindication and their family's
need to know what is happening to their loved ones. Family members are judging their kin's victimization as
mental illness.
• prevent intelligence community cronies from being allowed on intel investigation committees
• prevent exploitation of investigation (by the black ops crime syndicate)
• thorough investigation
• prosecution of war criminals: justice. Establish a culture of penalty for government conspiracy - instead of the
current culture of secrecy, fraudulent national security excuses, unabated injustice, and immunity from
prosecution
• establish better social mechanisms to thwart intelligence abuse
• establish better social mechanisms to prevent hi-tech domestic military war crimes
• higher scrutiny on military and intelligence agency spending
• independent investigations on intelligence activity worldwide (perhaps seeking out credible whistleblower
testimony, offering rewards for reporting prosecutable military & intel war crime)
• invert the whistleblower picture: currently government insiders who witness highly illegal war crimes are under
severe threat if they speak out. Using Edward Snowden as an example, a CIA Director called for Snowden to be
executed, executed for essentially having a moral compass instead of being an obedient accomplice to immoral
government action. This is not the proper environment to prevent war crime in government, it is the opposite.
• release black project science to the public under open science conditions - this would revolutionize the planet for
the better and provide victims with much needed public awareness
• ban secret societies and secret orders - profile all government, military, and intelligence higher ups with high
levels of scrutiny for secret society affiliation - establish laws that help prevent secret societies from influencing
government
• hold the powerful accountable - for too long the powerful have been immune to prosecution
Links:
Open Government Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_government
Open Science Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science
Open Data Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data
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Solutions - How to End the Electronic Control Grid
• an equivalent to the 1970s Church Committee to investigate non-consensual experimentation & war crimes
done by military & intelligence sources - an investigation into hi-tech war crimes (in which there is plentiful
evidence if you know where to look)
• open a legitimate forum for non-consensual experimentation and neuro-abuses within the Presidential
Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues
• find the Ai (e.g. hard drives) of the perpetrators - Destroy their Ai
• indict or execute the conspiring military and intel war criminals - prosecute intelligence abuse (they think they
are above the law)
• charge electronic control grid conspirators with treason - establish national and/or international treason laws
against sabotaging a nation, state, community, or business with microwave weapons
• establish harsh penalties for mind control based conspiracy
• listen to testimony of credible victims
• establish an awareness of the general agenda of the black ops crime syndicate - with this in mind, investigate
suspicious circumstances
• create comprehensive laws against neuro-abuse in every nation and state
• neural vetting of those in power
• develop advanced technology to detect mind control and covert RF implants
• brain mapping of war criminals: ensuing prosecution
• utilize surveillance from white hat sources (as far as I know there are only 2 cybernetic networks with effective
white hats currently, with very likely well over 20 co-conspirator cybernetic networks in the world consisting of
militaries, intelligence agencies, and secret orders)
• investigate the Vatican for war crimes against humanity (Society of Jesus may be a good place to start)
• end secret society cybernetic network collusion - this is incredibly important
• give the public the truth - provide historical transparency
"Even the best resources, human and material, however superbly coordinated, cannot consummate a
successful operation if the overall aim of the total force and it's momentum are off target.[1]" ~Sun Tzu
References:
[1]: The Art of War, by Sun Tzu
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Open Science
Wikipedia Open Science Definition: "Open science is the movement to make scientific research,
data and dissemination accessible to all levels of an inquiring society, amateur or professional.[x]"
Black project science knowledge released under open science would revolutionize the state of the world.
Reasons to release black project science under open science:
• directed energy can cure many ailments in far superior ways to current pharmaceuticals. Despite some calling it
quack science, DARPA has a program called ElectRx; obviously DARPA does not share that opinion.
• electromagnetic diagnostics of physiology is possible with black project science. e.g. ailments like cancer can be
quickly detected and cured with frequency science.
• black projects have already discovered cures that are not yet publicly known for illnesses - they have kept them
hidden (kept as secret society perks). If released to the public as a planet we could have revolutionary progress in
the field of disease.
• pollution could be majorly curbed with the best frequency science
• military and intelligence agency artificial intelligence is far beyond what the public has available, if this was
released to the public we could eliminate the social instability period when Ai really begins to truly take over the
job market. Ai is capable of doing almost any job, with black project Ai fully released and implemented eventually
nobody would have to do a horrible job (a society with Universal Basic Income - UBI).
• if the brain-computer interface was released under open science it would decentralize corporate control over BCI
and could usher in a new renaissance based on the design of consciousness (the brain-computer interface in a
non-weaponized form is an intellectual technology)
• with the science of consciousness any mental state can be induced. If this was responsibly released to the
public many drugs would lose their appeal which means less crime and dysfunction
• a portion of black project science takes experimentation that can cause harm to an individual, this science was
discovered with the sacrifice of the international community. It is proper to give this technology to the public, the
technology was fueled by tax payer dollars and it was advanced by non-consensual experimentation on citizens.
Links:
Electromagnetic Medicine - ElectRx: https://www.darpa.mil/program/electrical-prescriptions
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Universal Aspects™ and Counter Darkness Organization
Support Worldwide Open Government
From Wikipedia:
"Open government is the governing doctrine which holds that citizens have the right
to access the documents and proceedings of the government to allow for effective
public oversight. In its broadest construction it opposes reason of state and other
considerations, which have tended to legitimize extensive state secrecy."
Learn more about Open Government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_government
Official Website:
https://www.data.gov/open-gov/
Universal Aspects™ Multimedia plans to cover
the Open Movements in future projects.
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About the Author - Phillip Walker
(photo taken at the beginning of my overt targeting)
Phillip Walker Bio: independent music producer, independent author,
graphic designer, filmmaker / videographer, amateur photographer,
webmaster, activist, futurist, targeted individual, whistleblower, and
researcher. I am a heretic, a street historian, and a de-occultist who
identifies with altruism, the artistic and the esoteric.
Some of the subjects that interest me are music / sound, photography, the
arts, language - words, self development & self discovery, black project
science, the electromagnetic spectrum, technology (BCI & Ai), the tactics of
warfare, the occult, history, the future, universal aspects & archetypes, and
the natural laws of the universe.
I enjoy making music and art, writing, activism of several types, the internet, making informational videos,
thinking about the future and more or less assisting any innocent being ﬁnd their way to good fortune. Two
words I live by are Truth and Progress. I believe in the open movement, de-corrupting the world, the
evolution of society, caring for the planetary ecosystem, and overall being responsible stewards of our
planet and solar system. I am a dedicated activist who agrees with social idealism and the militaristic
destruction of evil.
In 2017 I founded the multimedia company Universal Aspects™ and through my multimedia company
have dedicated my time almost every day since to inform the public about the war crimes I have witnessed.
______________________________
(Working) De-Occultist definition
someone who reveals hidden knowledge, particularly for collective gain.
Tenets: truth. progress. dedication. discernment. human rights. free will. collective gain.
Ideology: emancipation. disillusionment. transparency. decentralization. creative arts. justice.
The de-occultist is an antithesis of brainwashing & illusion.

______________________________

For years while being inside their own networks I have opposed ruling class occultists.

______________________________

(Working) Occultist definition - (top of the pyramid rendition)
a person with inverted values who conspires with deeply hidden knowledge,
particularly for self gain or a handler's agenda.
Tenets: secrecy. psychological warfare. rape culture. domination. impurity/perversion. ritual abuse.
Ideology: satanism. luciferianism. the occult. systemic exploitation. involution.
The occultist seeks higher ground through superior knowledge

______________________________

It is occultists who have gained control of the technologies spoken of in this document.
(deﬁnitions from my website: www.occultdictionary.com)
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The name Universal Aspects™ is inspired by the aspects of the universe.
Each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example the
color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...
https://www.universalaspects.io/
Universal Aspects™ does not restrict our multimedia to only those who pay:
• music is offered for free / donation: http://omni.sense.gallery/
• films release on youtube: http://aspect.li/Films
• websites are free of charge: http://aspect.li/Web
• books we release also come in free PDF: Free PDF Library
• we are a company with altruistic intent, activism & values before profit.
• see our business model: http://aspect.li/BusinessModel
Universal Aspects™ Web:
https://www.counterdarkness.org/
https://www.declassifieddocuments.com/
https://www.infograph.gallery/
http://aspect.li/wiki
Omnisense Electronic Press Kit (Music & Bio): http://aspect.li/EPK
Universal Aspects™ Multimedia Project: Music Organization - DarkSynth.org
Universal Aspects Social Media:
https://twitter.com/ImmortalArtform
https://www.facebook.com/UniversalAspects
https://www.youtube.com/c/UniversalAspects
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